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PREFACE

The Adolescent Decisions program'represents a cooperative effort among

a group of teachers, school counselors, administrators, students, parents,
.

and researchers, under the umbrella of the Adolesceni-Issues Project

(funded by, the United' States .Office of Education, Special Education Projects

Grant G008001910, And the Judge Baker Guidance Center).

We.are indebted to the students, staff, and parents Of the Manville

School-in the,Judge Baker Guidance Center, in tioston, Massachusetts -- who

Provided the initial impetus and support for the program. We are also .

thankful for the. support, ideas, and feedback provided by students and

staff at 15. schools whYhave tested components Of the program -- especially

the. Bay Cove High School , Holden School, Manville School and River Street

Pliht,School, Which all served as replication sites during the' 1982 -83

school year-

We are thankful for the support. provided by the staff of the United

States Office of. Education (Special Education Projects)_, and the staff

at_Rrogram-Development-Assi stance-Systems ,-especi al ly_Ms .__Ju 11 e_Beckl und._ _
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INTRODUCTIOW °

Adolescents face many difficult and complex -decisions, They.must

decide.hoW tochboseand.keep friends; hoW to find-and keep Oirst . .

jobi-ihow to respond to-peer.pressures regarding issues such as drug use

and abuid, sexual. behavior, law and delinquency;, hOW-s=to_maintatnfatilY

relationships'whtle asserting .and creating an'auonomouSrold in the_
a

.,.comtUnitY,.

Yr' .

:These decisions, force: Adolescents to develop new strategies for
. , : \

understanding themsel;fes and their relationship to other people --- to\

family? frtends?..teaChers; employers, and community member's-. Adults

Who work.yith. adolescents' must, in turn, develop their own strategies

for helptng-young people make positive, constructive decisions about their

own, lives.

The:P4olescent Decisions program represents an ongoing attempt to

the54 decisions into -the school -- within a structure that is

.

systematic, realistic, and supportive for students, parents, and school

stafft The Adolescent'Decisions program is intended to help, young

people:make better 'decisions about issues thatfaEi-th-dtif-a-s-thei-r-roles
. ,. . . .

.

and relationships change. For the past two years, this work has been

supported by a Model Program Grant to. the-Adolescent Issues Project at the

Manville School in Boston, Mass., OnitecFStates Office of Education;

L__HCMP Grant G008001910 and by .the Judge7BSker Guidance Center:-7-T e_goais

for the Adolescent Issues Project_have-been:



5b.

1. To construct and field test a systematic classroom curriculum

in four areas which. are crucial to-ad escent development: decisions about

work, drug use and abuse, sexuality and emerging soda 'relationships,

and juvenile. law.

2.. To develop whole - school` approaches todecision-making--- including

strategies for classroom meetings, improvement of school climate and-

disciplime, parent tnvolYament-i 'commUnity'outreach; student assessment,

program evaluation, and staff development.

The Purposes of the Manual

This manual is intended to provide a ptionale, an overview, and

guide to several complementary approacheSfor helping adolescents make,

*ctstonsi and to provide a strategy for deciding where to begin -

.
given the: needs and skill's of the staff, students, and parents, in a-

Orticular setting,

Although. the information proOded in this manual is general, we have

tried to address selected crucial issues at a level that can provide

-suffictent information. and techniques to allow school staff or parents !,to

begin to use the. Program. For example, there are extensive descriPtions

of the conceptual framework for the program, core skills and activities,

and stFa-tegies-for-establishing_a_supportiveclassroom environment. ,Ai

otherloints,.the manual refers '..readers to the Adolescent DectsiiiiiS-7-

curriculum and the indivtdual Notes for Teachers 'for each curriculum

area or to monographs, resources, or-. other-curricula relevant to the

spectftc topic.



The StructUre of the Manual,

The manual is divided into elev,On Sections. The first section provides

a rationale and'conceptual framework for the kogram. The second section

provides e brief overview of decision-making as a "core" component of a

school, program. Settions three through ten deicribe specific pproaches

to dectsion,mak:Ing tncludtng assessment; curriculum, classroom

meettngs, school-tlimate andAiscipline, parent involvement, community

outreach and an integrated "whole=school" model. Section eleven provides

7soMe guidelines for "getting startee, including-s4Me examples
.

(case

:studies).' Of progralLapproaches,, At the end of the nenual, there is a

section containing Appendicesc-Resources, and a Bibliography.

0

O
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: RATIONALE. AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK



EVOLUTION OF THE PROGRAM /

6

As teachers and counselors, our Work began with an attempt to'

respond to students' questions and Concerns regarding sexuality and

drug use Over tire, our emphasis has shifted from providing information,

to improving the decision-making process .itself -- through classroom

interventions Clike curriculum)_ and whole - school approache. Components

of the. Adolescent Decisions program are currently being used by 40 schools
/

and agencies working with young people whose comments and inSIght have

helped reformulate the program to address issues of 7portance

adolescents. /

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE. PROGRAM

The. Adol

I

scent Decisions prOgram is based on the following assumptions

P,about decjs on-making and ttiprole in the lives $:)\ young ,people.:

1 Alt-behavior can he. seen as the result of a decision.

i

:.2. All- adolescents make decisions'about their social.. relationships.
-

Many adofescents hP.venot)earned to reflect on the0-decisionsc or

adequatakantiCipateAhe consequenceSof their deolsiOnt, or communicate

their decisions in a language that ft:domOrehensible 'to adults.: However,

adolescents spend a. good deal of their :energy thin ing and 'making decisions

about their many changing social.relationshipt,'in ide and Outside. of

school,.

3. Decision;making skills are basic skills. The= skillslequired to make

inter ersonal-decizions-are-bastc-sktlt-for-su cess-in life;

thelinteract with other basic skills (like -,literacy and arithmetic

computationl:to determine how well an adolescent makeg' he transition into

young adulthood.



4. Most interpersonal decisions involve a core set of conceptual and

communicative skills, which cambe improved through school interventions.

Core decision-making skills are described in this section of the manual;

they include the ability t, label choices, generate alternative solutions,

anttcipate consequences, evaluate alternative solutions, and communicate

ideas to others.

5. fi01 adolescents need practice making decisions in realistic contexts,

including the school. Adolescents often have difficulty with the transi-

tion to young adulthood because they have not had adequate preventive

opportunities to practice making decisions -- to anticipate problems,

remediate deficits, and learn from mistakes. Lack of practice in making

dectsions contributes to a range of social problems, including school

drop-out, chronic unemployment, unwanted pregnancy, juvenile crime, and

drug abuse.

6 Schools can and should provide opportunittes for adolescents to -prac-

tice making decisions. Adults who work with adolescents deal with these

issues each day, although most formal curricula do not address adolescent

decisions and dilemmas. Sound, preventive educational practice requires

that decision-making skills be incorporated into the school program.

0'

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Decisions-and-Strategies

The decisions which adolescent's make:each day, range from simple ones

(like what to wear to school). to confustng and complex ones pike :how to



deal with peer and media .pressure to use drugs). In orders.to siiCce!.s7

fully deal with these situations, an adolescent needs to 4ccornoiish two

tasks: (.1)°decide what to do, and (.2) develop a strategy for carraag

out the decision. Here is an example of :a common, but important decision_

situation:

Ray works in a supermarket stocking shelves. His bos% sometimes asks

him to stay late on Friday night to clean up the store. Tonight he

has planned to go to a moviewith a friind; :-At the last minute, the..

boss asks him to stay again. How should Ray deal with this situation?

Ray might deal with this situation, in several different ways. He could

decide the. job. isn't worth. missing the movie, and use a siniple'strategY:

quirt t the job. He coulddecide he really needs the money, so he will not

express his own needs; his strategy might be to just keep quiet and work

He. could make up an excuse about having to watch his baby sister, in

to get ,out of work. Or he. could decide to stay, but to also eypress

order

his

own needs; his strategy then. might be to ask. the boss to et up a schedule

So that. he. knows. when he. can be free to do .other things.

Rayis decision will be affected bymany. different factors, including

his. relationship with. the.. boss, his .need for money, and his ability to

think through the. steps of making the. decision. The Adolescent Decisions

Program focuses on this last factor by exploring with ..adolescents the
.

steps they ,use. in 'making interpersonal decisions, and the strategi es they

use to deal wi.th problem situations. As educators, our own decision to

eci sfocus on social thinking skills, is itself primarily,a strategic d ion,

rather than, a comfortable one., In other words, we believe that a, range

`of s.od.al factors (_in Ray's -case, massive teenage unemployment and perhaps



family needs). are powerful determinants of an adolescent's experience. °

often beyond the direct control of adolescents themselves. We focus on

how the ,,.dult,:c't::ent thinks about these situation's, because we believe that

school s can help directly Improve these components of an adolescent's

decision-making strategies as part of their daily work with students -- and

because we believe this improvement can in turn help adolescents function

more autonomously in a range of social situations.

41?"--e:jC2P----------mental
Approach.

There are many ways to .,approach the task of helping adolescents make.

decisions The'Adolescent Decisions program uses a developmental model:

that is,we. focus on broad skills and strategies which are generally

appli.cable tnmany different social situav, .(like taking the perspective ,

of others? or thinking about alternative solutions to pioblems).
, .

Information about specifiC 'issues (for example,,legal consequences of

drug use) is used primarily to help facilitate the process of making

interpersonal decisions and developing strategies to carry out those

/decisions. our intervention model derives from cognitive-developmental

research (Selman, 1980) ;and from behavioral intervention models that focus

'information- processinginformation-processing (Spivack and Shure, 1978). For more background

linformation about the developmental model and its relationship to clinical

Land educktion interventions, see Furth and Wachs (1975); Hersh, Paolitto

\and Reimer (1979); and Selman (1980).

Core skills inour approach include:



1. SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE-TAKING: the ability to lookata7social

problem from the'perspective of both the self and others, and to take.

into account the needs and:interesti'of others;

2. 'ALTERNATIVE THINKING;.- the ability to think of more'than one

possible strategy for resolving a problem;

3. gjtigUENTIAL THINKING: the ability to anticipate the consequences

of personal decisions for oneself and others;

4. COMMUNICATION: the ability to verbalize ideas, needs motivations,

and strategies in a way that is comprehensible to others;

5 EVALUATION; the ability to evaluate decisiOns (on the criteria

listed aboVel, select and act on one. strategy that can be used to carry,.

out the decision, and then'evaluate the successfulness Of the strategy.

The 5 Core Skills are listed in Table 1, which can be used as. a

handout for staff development activities (see section 2).



Table 1

INTERPERSONAL DECISION-
MAKING

FIVE CORE SKILLS

. SOCIAL, PERSPECTIVE-
TAKING

2.ALTERNATIVE-THINKING___

3. CONSEQUENTIAL
THINKING



The following sections briefly elaborate on each of the skills listed

above;-and-on-thetr-integration-by-adolescents-into_what_we_have_called

interpersonal negotiation strategies.

. Social Pers ective-takin .

. One fundamental cognitive change that occurs during the years preceding

adolescence, is an improvement in the ability to step "outside" one's own

perspective, in order to look at .a problem from the perspective of

In Ray''s situation, this.involves the ability to consider his own needs

(wanting to see the movie.; he with his friend and/or keep his job) but also

the needs of his employer (who wants to get the-store clean, who may not

know. Ray's evening plans), and perhaps even others who are involved.(his

parents who may need his salary; his friend who may count on Ray's coming'

to the movie; his co-workers, who may need Ray's help to cover for an

absent employee). Looking at the problem from all these perspectives may

not directly provide Ray with a-solution, However, the ability to consider

many different perspectives, before dectding,"will facilitate a decision

that is more likely to meet the needs of most of the'people involved.

Furthermore; not considering these perspectives, will probably lead to a

poor decision. For example if.Ray only thinks about seeing the movie, he

may.quit; the consequences of this strategy will be loss of salary, a poor

employment record and (if Ray uses this_strategy repeatedlA'probably chronic

unemployment

SoCiaLperspective,taking:.Skills are a neCessary CalthoughThot sufficient)

_ .

.cOmponent'of'successfullY neg0 ,trig a range of adoletCent problems -- fOr.

_exaMpTe Making and keeping r. ,:i ealing with media pressure to use,.
. .

....



drugs, becoming more independent from parents, getting and keeping a job,

etc. The interventions described throughout the.Adolescent Decisions

program include activities to improve social perspective-taking skills.

2. Alternative Thinking.

A second core skill is the ability to think of.more than one strategy

for resolving a problem, which we,call (following other intervention

models, e.g Spivack & Shure, 1978) alternative thinking. This ability

1:s-helpful-in-a-range_of_situations_( including,Jor_example,_math

computations); bUt it is especially crucial in resolving interpersonal

. _

Problems. For example, if Ray wants to get out of working, he can try

seyeral,strategte quit, ask for the night off, make up an excuse, slip

out early and hope his boss-doesn't notice, call up another co-worker and

try' to get a substitute for the night. -If-Ray can only think ,of one

solution (sluit), his ability to deal successfully with thiS-sftdation is

much impaired.

. Consequential Th.i,nki,n

Consequential thinking-is the ability to anticipate, the consequences

of a decision Opr strate9Y1, for the self and others. For example, if Ray

simply quits his job, he Will get to see the movie and be with his friend,

lose a salary, build up 'a Poor employment record, etc. If he stays but
j

doesWA_say_a'nything_tohis_boss, he may keep a good employee record-, miss

being with his friend disappoint his friend, feel unfairly treated, be--

unable to predict his future workhours, etc.

Anticipating the consequences of his decisions is one necessary (but

componentCompOnent of resolving this,Situation:, Our develop:.

_ -
mental re earCh and intervention suggests that as'adolescents:liecomp more..



skilled if taking the Respective of others, they impro4ye their ability td

accurately predict the consequences of their decisions.

. Communication

In order to translate decisions into successful strategies, adolescents

need to be able to communicate their ideas, needs, and interests -- and

.to ltsten to those of others. For example, if Ray decides he wants to

leave. work, he An say, "I',1m going home now," or "If I gotta stay, then I

qutt,"'or Can I call home and find out. if r can stay?" or "I made a plan

to be with my frtend, so) have to leave now but I can help next week."

Eachof,these communications is very different; each one suggests a

different level of-soctal perspective-taking, each may.. have different

conequentes'forRay and his employer. rf RaY only, knoWs one way to say

what he wants C'ItIn leaving nowt% he will be at a disadVantage when it
o

. comes-tc resolving a range of.prohlems with parents, peers, employers',

teacherS.,

Translating decisions (like deciding to leave work) into strategies

(like: asking if he canwork'next week instead), depends in part on Ray's

N, ability to tommuntcate with others. Resolving problems with peers depends

in part on the ahiltty to listen to what a friend is saying, process that
-

tnforiiattqn, :and then. translate tt into.a Strategy.. :CommuniCation.skills

can only be.iimproved in interactive situations; therefore, the Adolescent

°Decisions program ncludes a range of interactive situations which can be

used to practice commu cation skills%



5. Evaluation

The fifth core decision-making skilli(last step in the decision-
_

making sequence,) involves evaluating the adequacy of alternative strate-

gies'. In simple terms, this skill requires integrating the four core skills

listed above, and then matching one strategy with the specifics of the

situation. For example, in Ray's case, he needs to think about each strategy

in terms of the following ques,tions: (a) Does it incorporate my needs and

the needs-of my'employea--(b)--What-are_the_copsequences of this strategy,
T4 ---

for me and for My employer? (c) Are there any other-alternative strategies

available to me in thi's situation? (d) Which strategy should .I choose?

Our developmental approach* to decision- making, is based on research and
.

v
intervention which. suggests that adolescents integrate.these five'. core

skills into what we call interpersonal negotiation strategies. These strat-

egies can be described and understood using a "levels" analysis similar

to'the stage models of Oiaget (1933) and Kohlberg (1969). A simplified

version of the levels of intei-personal hegotiation strategies, is presente'd

Tahla 2. This conceptual analysis is explored more fully in. Section 3

(Assessment-and Evaluation), and in, monographs available from the. Adolescent

Issues Project. At this point, A is important to note' only that develop-

mental - levels form anXimportant conceptual frameowrk for the Adolescent

Decision program especially for assessment, evaluation and\CurriculuM,.
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Table 2

INTERPERSONAL. NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES;

FOUR LEVELS

LEVEL SOCIAL .

PERSPECTIVE
SAMPLE

NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES

Undifferentiated;

Self fused with other;

°they' is viewed as

an object

Differentiated ;

Self' seen as separate.

from other;

Other viewed as subject

ImpulsiVe fight or flight

Use of physical force

or separation

One-way commands

Bully or give in (give up

'needs of self)

Sel ecti ye (see. sel

as others -do);

Reciprocal (coordinates

_perspective of self and

other)

Reciprocal influences

Exdhange, Trade

2 Take turns

-Third-person, or

'mutual perspective;
.

Self seen in context of

relation with -other;

ntegrates perspecti ve

,ao

Collaborate. ,

Reason with other

Seek "'common ground"

2.



Summary

The conceptual framework presented here is the core around which the

interventions described in the Adolescent Decisions program are built, Many

other factors play a role.. in determining the .dire6tioh and success of an

adolescent"ss ongoing attempts -to deal! with new isdeas and needs, new rela-

-tiorishipsi and new social experiences. However, we have found that the

concepts described above are a useful framework for beginning to deal with

these issues in schools - whether the context be a classroom curriculum,

a student government meeting, a parent education workshop, or an individual
_

couriseling session with. -a-student. Fot example., the. Teacher Guide for
_

-Detts_tons- About Drug Use includes a more detailed description of the modelQ
in dealing with drug use and abuse. The core skills described, above, offer

a framework which can be used to connect various school Interventions,

a model that is communicable. to teachers, parents, and ,students. Section

of the. Program Manual provides a. brief description of 'Decision - making as a

Core Component of the School; subsequent sdcti;ris describe a range of

specific intervention approaches, out of which approaches can be developed

which respond to an individual school 's structure and philosophy.
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A SCHOOL STRUCTURE. FOR IMPROVING, ADOLESCENT DECISIONS
o

19

C'
The decision-making program described above can structure interventions

v ,

f

which respond to, individual needs -- but which at the same time place the
.

Individual in the context of small groups, the school community; and.the

community butsida the. school uding family'and employers) in an

ever- widening network. of interpersonal relationshipS., Table 3 iS a visual

description of this model. (See Table. .3 P. 20).

emphasis !or- the: PrograM:ManUal is op: expl aint4; each intervention

approach_ (.e, g. , curriculum, classroom- meetinigs). on its own terms, and ' in the

. brOader context of Table 3.. This section will provide,-.4.,,brief -description'

.
of a basic structure (9r process),for improving adolescent decisiofft; and

an overview of several contexts for intervention. The basic structure of

the program'can be. Conceptual izel in terms of fhe"folloWing five sets of

structured artivitips listed In Table 4. Each activity is described more

fully in subsequent Sections of the Program Manual. CSee Takie 4, p. 21.

e

Assessment

The first step in using this program is to assess the skills and interests

0.Parttcipants 1:". whether they be students, parenfs, community members, or

,

educators. There:are-a range of ways :to assess, stills and interests, both

"i)11. group and individual settings .-The'Adolettent- Decisions program Incl

:Informafion:-(cOntent)- QuestionnareS,:whith.meature knowledge of

information 'in ecilof.::the four Curriculum areas CseCSectibiland

individual curricula
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE SCHOOL:

CORE ACTIVITIES

.21

ASSESSMENT

2. FIVE. STEPS TO MAKE. A DECISION

3. ROLE-PLAYS AND SIMULATIONS

4. GROUP PROBLEM - SOLVING TASKS

5. EVALUATION OF CHANGE AND PROGRAM.EFFECTIVENESS
-

1. p
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Interpersonal Case Studies which can be used individually or

22

in a group to elicit negotiation strategies, which can in turn be

.
scored and analyzed in terms of the levels described above (see

Tables 1 and 2, and section 3 for-further information);

Interest Inventories. which ask participants for specific issues\
or which-they want to discuss (see Appendices, and assessment

sections of individual curricula);

4. Needs and Interests Assessments for School-Staff,. which help staff

clarify \goals and expectations' for the program (see Appendices to

tin. program manual for further information)..

These measures can\be used individually or together, to provide some initial

informa0on about the specific .skills and interests of participants This

information, in turn, shou,l be used as a.guide in setting goals, developing

a group structure, and selecting and prioritizing specific topic areas

tasks whfch. are discussed in subsequent sections of 'the' Program Manual

especially in section 3y tAssessmerit4 Evaluation) 'and 4 CturricUlumb

2. Five. Steps to Make. a Decision. The five.core skillt described in

\section 1 (Conceptua Framework) can be translated into .a set of steps

facilitate decision-making (_see Table 5, p. 231, The Five Steps

to

can be used

as.a point of departure,for 'discussing a'range of interpersonal decisions

with, students, educat r parents, or community rtEmbers. For example, using

Ray's situation (see ectic 1), the following steps can be described and

discu ssed ;
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1. What decision has to be made? Should Ray stay or leave work?

2. List two or more solutions: Ray can just, leave; he can ask for

the night off; he can offer to work next. Friday instead.

. Think about the possible consequences of,each solution: For

example, if heleaves' he may lose. his Sob; if he offers to trade,

he may get the ni'gh.t off.

Decide on a'solution, then tryit out Using role-plays or

discussions, test out the solution, and assess consequences.

Evaluate your decision: Discuss how the solution worked in this

situation, and 'brainstorm other alternatives.

Thii structure has been used with individuals and groups with good

response.;` Although it should not be used as a "formula for solving

problems, it does help create a structure and a common vocabulary_within__

which issues and ideas can be exchanged compared and.evaluated.

3., Role-plays, A second activity which translates the five core skills .

into practice, is through role-plays-and simulations. Role-play techniques

have. Eeen described and developed in many educational contexts and programs

(see., for example, work by the- GroupSchool in Cambridge MA).

the:-AdOl6scent Decisions program role- plays. are seen as waysto provide

wfthin &structure thatIllowsjorponcrete:r O inactich deCiSo-miking

Mistakes,elfevaluation and groWth-in They Canioe

dYad,..";-. ar:.stall,,IgrOup settings'. The use of role-plays fsx

discusSed further in section 4 (CurriCulum). of the program Manual,(

used in
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4. gffsupdicussions and problem-solving sessions. A third structure for

improving the 5 core skills, is through group discussion and_problem-solving_

tasks. , For eialifple, in a class about juvenile law, small groups can be given

the task to develop two alternatives to Juvenile HoMes, for teenagers who

have been repeatedly caught using illegal drugs. Group problem- solving is

an especially powerful structure because it helps group members see each

other as resources. Both role play and group problem-solving activities

require careful structure, preparation, and sequencing. The special

challengesand gainS.of these activities are discussed further in section 4

of the.PrograwManual; for further infOrmatiOn, contact fhe.CASPAV

PrOgraM fOi6drug-abuse-preventio6 in SoMerville, MA and the'Group School

in Cambridge, MA (_see: Resource list ang.bibliography).

Evaluation..
The final part of the basic structure. for the Adolescent Decisions

program,ts evaluation ,...by_both teachers and Student-S::: LaYself-evalua

tton, of one's own interests, needs, behaVior,"and progretsand.Cbrprogram-:

evaluatton:that suggetts changes in the:activities theMSelveS-. Ye'have found

that participant evaluation is a necessary and exciting component of the.

'teaching/learning process -- for all involved, 'Student evaluatiOns can:be

especially important in improving both the program, as well as student

commitment to the process of learning to make better decisions. The use:Of

eWuatton in groups is discussed furtherin sections 3.and 4 of the Program

-Manual,



WHERE. TO BEGIN?

,There are many ways to begin addressing the core skills of the

decision-making process. "Where to begin" is dependent on the specific

needs,, interests, and skills of the groups and individuals who will

create the program in any particular school or community. Although. our

experience strongly suggests that a "whole-school" approach tocdecision-

making is the mt.. effective approach it is possible to begin with any

of the activities described in sections 3 through 10. of the Program Manual.

For example, many schools begin by dealing with adolescent decisions in a

classroom context; in this case, structured activities can be used to

tncreasetnformatton, improve. decision-making skills, and supplement other

studieStscience-classesTOth-e-r-tch-Obisn-fay already address these

_ issues in the classroom, but may want help in developing parallel parent \

education activities. Options for school-based approaches are discussed

further in sections '9 and 10.

First Questions

Several quistions should be asked before_beginning to implement any

compOnent of the. Adolescent Decisions program. These are summarized in

Table 6. (See Table. 6, p. 26A) .

1 What are the pricirity needs and interests of students, staff and

narpnts? The'three sets of needs and interests will not always coincide:

6 therefore, some compromises,mUstbe made in order to reach cormion groudd.

It is crucial to prioritize, because not all needs or interests can be

met in the same program at the same time This issue As addressed in more

detail in Teacher Guides for individual curricula',"and in Section 4.
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2. What decision-making skills are already in use by students, staff, and

_parents? The assessment measures described in the Program Manual (Section 3),

and the Five. Steps structure (see Table'4), will help assess the decision-

making 'skills of Prograill participants. The scope and sequence of the

program, the choice of "entry-point, and initial prograill activities, should

al l flow from an assessment of interests and skills.

3. How can the decision,making model be extended into new school areas?

_Assess areas where. students, staff, and parents already make decisions.

Use the Adolescent Decisions program to provide additional practice in
;----

existing:areas, and to extend a deciston,making model into new areas of

the school Be. sure. to .anticipate problems: in extending the model (e.g...,

student and staffmOtivations and 'skills, administrative problems, financial

considerations, etd,),.

4. 9\ How can the. decisionmaking program be integrated with other aspects

of the. school? For some schools, the development of a decision-making model

is primarily a task involving integration of disparate components. and

activities. For example, it is possible to integrate a decision-making

curriculum into other social studies/science curricula; it is possible to

integrate .classroom meetings into pre - existing behavior management and

discipline practices. Specific avenues for integration are discussed in

subsequent sections of the program Manual.

Simply stated, the answer to the question,

ever it feels most comfortable and appropriate. Wherever webegin adolescents,

"Where begin ?" where-
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I

i

educators, and parents Can use a decision-making model to address colla-

boratively some cru ial issues. Theiremaining sections of the Protiram

Manual describe a n mber of .different entry points. Although(e content

and topics. may vary; each Orr. ich can begin the pracess of improving the

decisi.on-makisng skills of adolescents educators, and parents -- as indi-
I --

viduals, and in grupsa worktng together.
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ASSESSMENT AND. EVALUATION



0 7f it

RATIONALE AND OVER(IIEW

vv

.° The assessment and evaluation procedures described in this 'section are
9

not exhaustive. Rather, they,represent a core set of assessment masUres,

and a guide. for developing specific assessment procedures to meet the

needs of the particular school commUnity. The measures described ins this'

section can be used with fndividuals, as well as small groups. They can be
.

used to answer broad assessment questions (.e.g., what kinds of strategies

do students usp when deciding whether or not to use drugs ?) or to provide

specific inforiliation (for-example, student' knowledge. of juvenile rights in

tfie tate legal system). The development and use of assessment and evalua-

tio measures is described more fully in supplemental materials developed

by he. Adolescent Issues Project (see bibliography). A brief description

of acnAleasure. is provided below and in TaLle 7 as a general guide and

in roduction. (See Table. 7, p. 31):.

Ag'SESSMENT ME.THODS

Lteroersonal Negotiation Strategy Case. Studies.

Short case studies can be used to present a range of interpersonal

situations -- with peers parents and eriipl oyers. The case studies form

thebasisfor a brief, structured set of questions which can be used in

an individual interview or group fript. The Adolescent Decisions program

kind. Each case study focuses on a specifi

issue for example deciding whether or not to

includes 10 case studies of this

offered by a friend, dealing with a co-wbrker,.dealing with .a Irelative who
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Table

ASSESSMENT METHODS

.

INTERPERSONAL NEGOTIATION STRATEGY CASE STUDIES: INDIVIDUAL

OR GROUP S.

Z.,. INFORMATION (CONTENT) QUESTIG NAIRES
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3. STUDENT INTEREST INVENTORIES

4. STAFF NEEDS & INTEREST INVENTORIES:

. INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS &' ASSESSMENTS
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-`abuses alcohol, etc. The interview asks.:

:: What is the best way to deal with. this sttuation?.
:: Why do you think this is the best strategy?-

:: What mi'ght..be the Consequences of -the:strategy you chose?

Can yOu think ofOther ways to deal . wit the. Situation?

In addition, the case 'Studtes often elicit ideas about fairness- and personal

norms for different .kinds of, relationships; .feelings of perSonal effective

ness in dealing with problem sitUations; and indications of interpersonal

communication sktlls, -The case studies used for the Adolescent Decisions

curriculum are included in Appendix D. For further information-about the

Interpersonal Negotiation Strategies measure, see Bibliography.

Information (content)Questionnaires,

Each topicjarei in the Adolescent Decisions curriculum contains a

ri.ef informational. assessment, which. can be used individually or with

group,. in written or, oral form. The purpose, of this measure is:to

provide both'an assessment of the student'ss knowledge in any specific

area, and an introduction for the student, to the basic concepts w ich are

to be covered in the curriculum: They also tnclude brief, structured

opportunities for problem-solving. For example, the Juvenile Law assess-
-.

merit asks studerits .'to evaluate some alternative, consequences ff3r a teenager

who is caught running..away from hoine.

Content assessments are included With. each durriculum. /Their use is

described more fully in section 4 (.Curriculum)'and in, the /individual 14
,

Teacher Guides which accompany the curriculum. These assessments can also

be-used in parent education or staff development 'activires.



3. Student Interest Inventories

Each topic- area in the Adolescents De -sion's curriculum includes an

interest inventory. For example, the IA,: ssments in-Juvenile, Law ask

students to prioritize specific topics they want to lenn about; and

activities to facilitate learning., The.Decisions About Wtrk curriculum__

'includes interest inventories which help students clarify .their job

I interests and think about related 'skill requirements. Interest inventories

can accomplish three *portant tasks. Ftrst, they provide an assessment

of-student interests. Second, they suggest a starting point for individual

and small-grou0 activities. Third, they begin a process whereby students

participate in making decisions about their own learning; this process in

turn can contribute to improved motivation and accountability, and

subsequently to an integration of decision-making throughout'the curriculum.

CSee-section 4, for a further discussion of the role of student decision-

making in lessOn evalua'acns.1
a

4. jNee.ds and Interests Assessment for Schml-Staff.

A' successful program to *prove decision-making skills depends on the

commitment and skills of school sZ:aff administrators, teachers,

and counselors. -It t8 important to ac urately assess staff needs and

ski: to 'prioritize. theTesponses and find--ComMon ground; and to then--

p,jtn a continual process Of review and evaluation. The Appendices to the

Program Manual contain sample measures we have used to assess staff inter -

expectations,
--

expectations, and needs.-ests



Informal observation and interaction

Finally, it is possible to gatherimportant assessment information

through. informal observattons of students, and conversations outside of

the classroomj For example, students negotiate important interpersonal

, 34

conflicts during recess, i in the halls and lavatories,during school lunch.

periods,_or walting for the bus at the end of the day, Issues are often

dtscusSed during conversations which folloW up on:school events
o

student council electionsl:disCiptining Of a, student for smoking, etc.),

or spectftc:classroom topictjg.g a discUssion of the Abolitionist move .

ment, a class on tribal cultures, a short Story which raised an inter,

personal_dtlemmal.--tareful note taking, as well as a staff: process. which

encourages shartql of relevant information, can be an invaluable source of

assessment. nfos clon;

The .assessment off' dectsiOn-making skills.does not always require a,

formal -measure .Rather assessment ts often a prOCeSs offoCusing,Adult

attention on relevant conversations, behaViors,:and.questions; and re.7.-

cordtng these:,So that they can be:used to help structure school interVen-

:tionS. In this way, assessment and evaluation can become.helpful (rather

.than \burdensome) componentSof a school program.

THE. USE. OF ASSESSMENT MEASURES.

Assessment:as:aA4ay'tO Structure Interventions

The Information:gathered7thrOijgh assessment measures should be usedto

'formulate'AnterventiOn goals, to structure specific activities,. andAO:.
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create criteria with which_ to. evaluate. program' effectiveness.

For example, the assessment process may provide the following in-
,

formation about"a student:

1. In the INS case studieS, the student uses level 2 strategies

Ctradeia barter) with peers, but level i strategies (command, obey) with

adults (.see. Table_2). ,

2. In a playground basketball game; the student easily _joins a team

and always passes to others instead of shootinge"

3. In class the-studeni has a difficult time. asking for help or

following tnstructi'ons.

4. In a content assessment for the'_,Decisions AboUt Drug Use

the student writes that kids use drugs because their friends

will think,, they are chicken if 'they say no.

5.. Teachers report that the student gets in trouble because he will

always "go along With. the. crQvicL

The information from this assessment is not complete, but suggestiVe.

It suggests that this student needs more practice in. dealin\with peer

pressure when his own interests are not in line with the inte4sts or

wishes. of the: group. It suggests he may have. problems in askin for help

in an employMent setting and may quit out of frustration, or feat of

failure, It also suggests he understands reciprocity in peer relations;

this understanding can be used to facilitate the process of reflecting on

hi's own needs in a group context.

The. assessment provides some suggestions for where to begin for

example with role,plays whiCh stress reciprocity, but which also provide



opportunities to deve..1pp alternative strategies for dealing with peer

pressure. rt suggests this student can be placed in peer-leadership roles

during group problem-solving sessions -- not because he will always succeed,

but because this situation is an apPropriate challenge for him.

the assessment provtdes some criteria for evaluating program

effectiveness. For example., the program will have. been effective if (among

.other thttigs) the. student's abiltty to speak for himself in the face-of

peer pressure tiproves whether thith is i)1 a reflective (interview' setting,

or an actual Cclassroom or playgroun,d1 situation,

Me use of assessment measures- to evaluate and improve school. programs,

-is-a-crucial -area for- further-wot;k., The ideas suggested here are simply

4- EtegiYmpig further discussion of these issues is included in mon:ographs

by the Adolescent Ts-sties Project Csee Brion-Meisels & Selman .*The

Adolescent as Negottator.u, and Selman, Krupa and De.morestl.





There are many different ways for adults to help, adolescents

respond to the pressures'which. they face, as they deal with.issues.of

drug Csubstancel use `and abuse sexual relatton, finding and keeping

a jOb, and dealing with the legal system. Our work, suggests that

classroom curriculum is one'way for adults to work to a preventive

model -- thdt ts, to help prevent these pressurei from creating decisions

.. which contribute:to teenage.drug abuse, unemployment, pregnancy, and court

involvement. School and community workers have repeatedly called for a

compact, comprehensive, and systematic curriculum approach to these

issues wliitch can help. schools. more effectively respond to student needs,

while.performthg thetr societal function of :Pottering good cttizenso.

The. Adolescent Decisions curriculum is a group-oriented aPprcac co

developing the social skills.required to make constructive personal:de-

cisions in four areas: drug (substance)_ use and abuse work, sexuality and

law,.

'Each broad area of the Adolescent Decisions curriculum includes the

following general goals;

1. To inform students by providing ..basic information;

. To increase awareness of personal and social pressures that

impact on interpersonal decisions;

3. To improve communication skills related to making, and carrying

aut interpersonal decisions;



.' To provide practice by anticipating decisions i 'the four

curriculum areas.

Social Skills

Each of these four general goals contributes to development of a
. .

core. set of social skills (see Sections 1 and 2 of the prograM Manual).

Small-group activtttes ltke role-plays, discuisions group 'problem-solving,

lratnstorms, and weeklyevaluations are tntended to foster interpersonal

awareness and communication skiff Student reading materials are

designed to provide basic inforEztiDn. Together, these. curriculum activi

.ttes are tntended to help studentsreflect.on their own values and

decisions, listen to and tolerate the ideas of other students, and achieve

a greater sense of Personal efficacy and self-control by improving

de.c tstonqoak.ing. sktl 1 s,.

Curriculum Topics

The four topic areas which. are the core of the Adolescent Decisions

curriculum were selected because they represent crucial issues in making

a successful transition from adolescence to young adulthood. In addition,

they. provide. a rich and consistent set of opportunities to practice the

general dectstommaktng skills (making choices and developing strategies)

witaare.necessary in all areas, of -adolescent development. These skills

generalize. beyond the= classroom and school, and can contribute to family

and communtty life..

"However, teachers, students, and parents who have used the curriculum,

have suggested its relevance to other adolescent and community concerns --



including comsumer skills and consumer law, racism and:prejudice peace

education, nutrition and self-:care, and family intervention. The curri-

culum wa have. developed is intended to provide a framework which can be

extended and modified to' respond to the particular interests and motive,.

ting issues of a broad range. of students and, school settings.

The following sections. will therefore address general issues related

to the implementation of the Adolescent Decisions curriculum, for example:

'tetting startee

;:' staff development

currtculum i)npl ementatton

; alternati:ve teaching methods

:: fostering group skills

a general :descrtptton of each curriculum area

Spectftd information about eack indivtdual currtculum area can be found

in the Teacher Guide, lesson plans, .and'NOtes for Teachers which accompany

each.' tndtytdual set of unfits,

Limits of the. Currtcul um

It is. tnportant to note some of the...limitations of the curriculum.

Ftrat, a "turrtcUltnil. (A set of lessons and acttvittes) ts only one way to

.approach the issues included here. Group .work classroom meetings,

tndiVtdual counseling and parent ,education can all = be equallY Useful

intervention techntques. Second, the topics and activtties. included in

the: curriculum can be trtckyand. challenging-to deal with,, in a classroom .

'-7'context. whether the classroom includes- 35-.'"nOrmil"..adolescents, or 10.

49
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adolescents with special needs". The curriculum requires that adults and

adolescents be willing to take some risks,.experiment with activities,

tolerate mistakes, and keep trying. School programs which emphasize,.

individualized curricula may haVe a difficult time integrating the material

in this curriculuw. .Third; the curriculum covers only four major_are_ as and

(within each area) focuses on issues which 'are of general relevance

to the overall program goals. Some teachers may find that there is

insufficient treatment of certain is'sues; supplemental materials are

suggested in,each curriculum area. Fourth, the-curriculum was originally

developed for adolescents with learning and social problems. Many of the

-lessons present basic information in a concrete,(simple vocabulary (reading

level,ranges from COI to 6.5). Reading level and sophistication of the

content, may be Inappropriate for certain adolescent populations. (However,

field tests suggeit,thai-the.:activities are generally useful for a broad

range of studentVivelementary,junior and senior highschools.) Finally,

the effect of the ;,curriculum is strongest when it is placedyoin a context

where the peocess of making decisions is integrated 'throughout the school.

Implementation of_the program (including the curriculum) requires peer support

among students, staff and administrators -- including time for staff

development, as, well as for processing (and evaluating) the program in an



Getting Started

GENERAL GUIDELINES

Two basic 'sets of questions need to be answered when planning how to

impleMent the Adolescent Decisions curriculum. The first set involves

student-and staff interests, needs, and skills. The material's\ and guidelines

0.ggested in Section (Assessment and Evaluation) are helpful in priori

ttzing needs and assessing skills arid interests. , The second set. of questions

Involves- assening the. school structure. How much time can be allotted\
TPC tlits:materta.17 Hovr frequent and how long can classes be? . Do all staff

vtAn. to involved? What expectations do parents have for their children s;
. /

pArtctpatom tn this- kind of program? How does the curriculum integrate
ti

w.tth. other. school curricula and activities?'" What aspects of the schools

-stn cture. (494\Ptillosophyl will .facilttate the curriculum? What aspects

wall 1130pede the. program?

When all available information has been collected anddiscussed, it is
. \inportant to. get started Where. staff students,- and parents can find common

grOund where they, are.Comfortable, motivated and mutually supportive.

ChoiCes and priorities
Which :Units for Hair Long? One challenge presented by the curriculum

'Involves the scope, sequence and selection of topics. The curriculum

intended to provide a comprehensive but focused approach to decision-making,
I

i.ncluding a suggested scoOe. and sequen\ce. Our work suggests that all

essons are, generally 'relevant, and the sequence is an effective one. How-

ever, each school or program rust make its own decisions about priorities..



These decisions should be made on the basis of staff and student assessments,

integration with o`the.rl school programs, and process evaluations of the

curriculum. Many lessons contain alternative activities, as well as suffi-,

cient Activities to provide review. As, the curriculum is implemented, staff

and students should evaluate and discuss specific topics approaches, and

activities; these discussions can in turn help direct decisions about curri-

culum priortties.

Field test sites have used the curriculum in a varied of ways. Some

schools use short lessons several times each week; others use longer, less

frequent sessions. Some schools use the curriculum in social studies or

science classes; others use -it---as-efocus for group counseling. Feedback/

from sites suggests the curriculum is most effective when integrated with

=other aspects .of a dectson-making program.
\

Classroom Groups-.- Field test sites have used a variety of different

\
groupings. This decision should be based on a set of zed1 curriculum

goals, For example; homogeneous groupings (in terms of developmental matur-

'
academic__level, etc._)_can-produce more coherent group interactions!

Heterogeneous groupings will provide a broader exc'hange of ideas, values and

interests. Field test results have suggested that the program is most

effective when it_includA a co-educational grouping -- with fol low-up( groups

that
I
are niat-e_homogeneous.

Co-teaching. Field test.results suggest that'co-teachin?

the curriculum is a helpful strategy for implementation, where it

is possible given staff resources.
I

,Malerfemale pairs are

especially h pful; student teachers can sometimes play a



teaching role. Co-teaching makes several important contributions to the,

curriculum. First, it allows teachers to model dialogue discussion,

cooperation, role-plays and/other communicative skills.. Second, it_provideS

two perspectives on the issues involved -- and thereby also helps to model

tolerance for different opinions. Third, it allows more flexibility -- in

terms*of individual and smallgroup activities. Fourth, it provides an in-

classroom evaluator who can monitor student knvolvement and make suggestions

for future lessons. Fifth, it provides a staffl person to help anticipate

and prevent disruptive outbursts, to follow up on specific issues: that cause

problems, and to help individual students leave and re -enter the group.

Finally co-teaching can make the curriculum more creative, because of the

mutual Support and interaction among staff,':.Coteachingal so Presents'chal-
.

lenges'-7 especially intterms of creating consistent rules and expectations,

Integrating:teaching .styleS and developing. common goals; :However teaChers

who have
\

CO-taught.the curriculUM consistently report a more positiVe learn

'mg' experience for themselves and their 'students.

Sta. f Development

Many teachers feel ready and excited about dealing,with the issue's

included in this .currfculum. Others Want to deal with these issues, but

feel hesitant and uninformed. Staff development is a crucial first stepN

in implementation. Activities should provide basic information, but shoUld

also pro'v'ide opportunities to becomede-sensitized to difficult issues through

Peer interacttnns and support. A minimum of 4-5 hours for each curilculum

area is necessary for introduction, fnformetion-sharing, and building initial
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awareness of specific issues. After these initial staff:developmept

ities, some ktnd of on-going review, evaluation and planning sessions are '

important for continuing to adapt the program to best meet the needs of

students parents, and staff.

Initial staff development should focus on familiarization with the

curriculum, reflection on personal values and coverns, and integration of

staff values and teaching philosophies. The A olescent Decisions curriculum

has adopted several clear yalue-stances about certain issues (for example,
.

the rights and responsibilitles'ofiaddlescents to be informed abOut birth
P I

'ontrol methods and their consequences). However,'mUch of the curriculum

includes activities and issues which are more open-ended. Each teadher must

confront, the value questions raised by the curriculum* together as a schobl

staff, differences can then be discussed and resolved. It is crucial for

teachers as rdividuals and as a group, to reflect on their own values ,before

heginning the program :.= and to decide upon strategies fOr dealing with value

differences in the-classroom, that teacher values are clear (rather than

unstatebl.

initial.staff.develop nt sessions should be used to practice

neW teaching techniques. In thi way, strengiths, discomforts,.and potential .

trouble spots can be anticipated. Video taping group sessions is one way to

facilitate this process; group evaluations and discussions are also helpful.

Remember to use available Community resources to help these.initial staff

demlopment activities. It is especially important tedevelopa substantial

staff development component before teaching in the areas, of drug (sUbstance)

use and abuse, and sexuality because these areas raise especially sensitive;

for staff and students.
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Implementation of a newprogram involves uncertaint es, risks, surprises,

and unexpected challenges. However, it is important to use assessment, staff

development, and initial group meetings, to find-a common ground of expec-
i.

tations. Staff meetings school orientation meetings forl parents, and the

, .

first few days of school -- can all be used to discuss expectations, concerns,

and ideasifor class topics. Questions like the'lollowing can be raised:

:: What issues do adolescents need to talk about?

'What issues should the school deal with?

:: How should groups be set up?

*0 What problems might arise from teaching this curriculum?

How can the curriculum be made safe for all involved?

Interaction among staff, administration, and ;parents, can offer rich and

complementary. perspectives. Most important, the concerns andexpectations of

each group of participants, should be heard, recorded, and.used/to improve

the curriculum.

, CLASSROOM GROUPS.

First Thoughts

The Adolescent Decisions curriculum is based on small-group dialogue and

interactions. It is crucial to think about the principles of group work
0

before beginning the curriculum -- whether the group is e class of 35 "normal'

adolescents, or 10.adolescents with emotional and learning/disabilities. The

ftrst,concern for group:wOrk:is.safety

crea a safe, interactive group structure.

few early considerations



Set-qa. Thl,physical set-up of the room gives students an

early maL.;sage about the purpose of the group. Some students prefer the

structure and individual space provided by separate desks; others manage

well around a table. Discussion will be facilitated by.some kind of circle

or horse-shoe arrangement -- with a designated area for students whobay want

to sew: ate themselves from the group for a short period of time. The visual

envirnnment can be used to stimulate and review: student work, posters,

, new4atar i:lippings are all useful I
1.

Tep.A.cr expectations. Be.,clear about staff goals and expectations.

Write them down in a concrete, positive way:- Talk about the challenges and

potential problems of the class; share your enthusiasm as well as your-own,/

concerns, liNitertildents. to contribute their ideas about specific topics.'
/

and activities. Talk about making decisions as aspart of everyone's daily

lifet rather than simply the topic_for this class. The teacher's initial

attitude toward the currtculum and students is often a powerful determinant

f the group's success.

Rules. The first few meetiIngs are crucial in establishing behavioral

expectations and group safety. The teacher\must be clear about his/her 1

own "non-negotiable" rules; these should be stated simply, clearly, and

poAtively at the, start of cls. /Students should be invited to generate
. /

their own, ideas for rules -- it the start of the class and as the program

proceeds.. Establishing workable group rules is often a balance between
\

establishing limits that will make, the group safe, enjoyable, and productive;

and allowing enough flexibility for participation and exchange. As the year
\ I

goes on, and the/group's social skills improve, rules should be reviewed'and



evaluated .with an eye toward increasing student input 'into, and responsibility

for, making and enforcing rules.

Implementation ofeach unit in the-Adolescent Decisions curriculum should,

begin with a brief disc Ssion 03r review) of rules for the group. This provides

assessment information about students' social skills). It also provides an

opportunity for students to begin the difficult task of self-government -- that

is, of formulating group expectations, norms, rules, and consequences. Only by

'participating, can adolescents be expected to accept responsibility for their

own, behavior. The rule-making process is especially important if the rules

for the curriculum diverge from general school rules. Classroom evaluations

can be used to review and evaluate the fairness and effectiveness of group

rules. Rule-making and self-. government can thus be integrated in both

curriculum and classroom process.

Fostering Group Interaction.

Field test results have indicated that developing and maintaining

sense of ,ugrour is a crucial and difficult part of implementing the AdOles-

cent Decisions curriculum.' This is especially true in schools, where there

is not a "whole - schools orientation toward group developmen\and group skills;

in this context, the teacher must often begin the process of gb p-building

without other supports. Co-teaching and other staff interactions c help

develop new techniques for building group skills. The following list s ggests

some specific techniques; for further ihfOrmation,call the Group School and

Charles River\AcademY (see Resource List).
M1
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1. Use-the word "group" often and in a positive manner. Remind students

to talk "to the group" -- rather than to the teacher. Reinforce positive,

group interactions and cooperation. Talk about other groups in,which students

are involved. Write the word on the blackboard. ,

2. Ask the group to help create rules. This activity raises group issues

an0 can ha a productive, initial grbup prohlem-solving-task-;--117ts-CPucial

that the process be clear and positive, so that it is a successful first

experience.

3. 'Model and 1 absl group skills. Listen to students and the co-teacher.

Facilitate discussion rather than providing answers. Label your own behavior

(for example, "I'M trying to listen so I can understand what you want to say.")

Support student attempts to communicate and listen to each other.

4. Refer group problems Back 'to-,the group. For example,-if the group

is generally disruptivereend then of the consequences of their behavior

and ask for alternative solutions: Do they want to try a different activity?

Will they hold-conversations until five Minutes before class is over? Are

they haying dtfficulty with 'a particular task or issue?

5. Pratseandsttiver2::otpiMhavior, even when the attempt

falls short of success. This is especially true in fostering communication

and listening skills, in areas where personal problems are painful to talk

about.

6. Use.lesson activities t2joiLilslsroupskillst_tai_generalize from

this experienceAo other group contexts. For example, if a role-play gener-

ates a particularly creative strategy for resolving a peer problem point_

out how this same strategy can be used to improve the class -- or can be

applied to other problems in and out of school. Reinforce group skills as
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a part of "living", not simply a part of school life.

7.' Use classroom evaluations to focus student attention on group

skills, like listening, cooperation and respect for others. Support

positive group skills and suggest alternatives for solving group problems.

Encourager students to use the evaluation time to suggest alternative solutions

to classroom problems. Evaluations are discussed in detail later in this

section.

Encouraging Participation

The AdolescentDecisions curriculum requires peer interactions and student

,participation in a form that is often new to adolescent classroom experiences.

Group participation can often be especially difficult for students who have

personal or family problems; or who struggle with communication skills; or

who want "answers" instead of discussion; or who are afraid of 'group:censure.

The following techniques can be helpful in encouraging participation:

1. Bs enthusiastic! Ask questions sincerely. Too often teachers ask

questions as if they already know the answer -- even when they do

not!; Questions like that elicit memory skills, but not thinking.

Try to include questions that really seek new information -- like

students' opinions, ideas for solving problems, neighborhood

experiences. Try to ask questions in a way/that\suggests you are

interested in n-what students are thinking -- as well as what they

remember.

. Allow time for thought. Silence is often a surprising and therefore

disquieting phenomena is a classroom of adolescents. Teachers tend

to rush: In and fill the silence with answers. Often, students will

not volunteer their'own ideas'until they know the instructor is willing
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a context. Provide enough information so that a question

not too abstract. Don't be afraid to re-phrase questions.

example, one lesson in the Decisions About Work curriculum

"What are some ways to get a job?" If that question. is too brdad,

re-phrase it "If you wanted a job in a fast food restaurant, what

would you do first ?" "If you were new in town and wanted to find

out about available jobs what would you do first?" "How do companies

adverttse.for positions?" etc. Then help students

ideasdeas into a broader strategy.

connect. these

. Know when to back. off. Listen .carefully for the frustration level

which any particular lesson or interaction is causing. Change pace

or take a break while the interactions are still poiitive: there is

a4waysnother day.

Use y6ui-teaching Body position 'and voice tone can direct'

'and focus the group. ForeXample, sit withthe students at eye level

when all:goes smoothly; stand.:uvto draW attentiOn;Change Your,'

voice tone to emphasize, toOthe,and reinforce.

Peer groups and constructive feedback.

Many activities in this curriculum, expecially Role-play, "Around My

Way," and the Five Steps, may be new tostudents. Each of these activities

involves evaluating behavior opinions, values and skills - one's own as well

as others' In general the teacher's role is. to facilitate constructive

feedback.- by establishingsafe limits modeling-positive criticism and

Support, and helping-Students come to .a successful end of, the session.,



The role- play . activities provide a useful illustration of guidelines

for facilitating constructive, peer feedback. For example, peer "'aluation of

role-plays should include:

Cal evaluation (what was performed well?).;

Obl recommendations (what would you change next time ?); and

(.c l` summary.

The .teacher can,provide a model for constructive feedback. Most students

have experienced feedback as equivalent to grades; criticism as equivalent

to-biame or rejection. Positive peer feedback changes the evaluation process

from one-of ranking (where some win and some lose) to one of grouplearning:
,N\

This is a difficult change, and is facilitated by a convincing-teacher model.

Facilitate peer feedback by setting liMits and anticipate INS problems.

aware of feedback that is trrelevaot,,destructive, or lacking recommendations

for improvement. Help students take responsibility for the feedbackihey give

to others. Encourage praise rather than blame.

Values

The Adolescent Decisions curriculum deals with many different values-

questions some of which are quite controversial and difficult to resolve.

Issue ltke birth control and homosexuality; unemployment how to get a job

and job selection; solutions to juvenile crime; anJ the decision to use legal

and/or illegal drugs -- are all raised during the course of the lessons.

The curriculum, as it is presented in the lessons, Teacher Guides and the

Program Manual, takes certain stancesin relationship to these values questions.

For example, masturbation is described as "normal, although Mary people believe

Unemployment is labelled as a destructive force in the lives



adolescents their parents and community members. ,As mentioned earlier,

teachers and parents need to work together to integrate viewpoints -- with

the common goal of he adolescents improve their ability tO\ make their

own' decisions about these difficult questions.

We have found it helpful to-follow some simple guidelines:

1. Inform parents about the content of.the curriculum, and bird--

communications that will enable parents and school staff to work

together.

2. Reflect upon your own values before you begin, and while'yOu deal with

tbese questions the classrobt.

3. Help students discriminate'betweenfacts and opinions.

4. Help students discriminate between opinions and decisions.

5. Model tolerance for divergent opinions but also a willingness to

state_ on0s own opinion Ceechniques like opinion polls and

debates are helpful here.)e.

C. Don't shy away from values questions, but don't-force them on

students. before they are ready., Be a careful listener and assessor;

take your cues from the students; be bold but sensitive!

7. Try to come to closure about values questions as they are raised.\

Don't try to find "answers" but make sure that all concerns are

addressed or at least'tabled and dealt with at a future time Urge

students to do follow-up research in areas of particular interest

to them.

Use your colleagues to help get some perspective on these questions.

Dealing with values questions like those purposefully raised in this

curriculum can be as confusing as it is productive. It is impossible



to.do it.well without help and support..

,Be ready to grow and evaluate as the year

.:ready to back. offs to:giVe yourtelfand-Your.studentstime.

More p4ient'thanideologicall values develop slowly.fandAn subtle.

.ways.

The "Uninvolved" Student

--For-some students, the issues and skills involved in the curriculum are

terribly painful and difficult to cope with. For example, non-readers-and

students with. chronic familxprohlemm sometimes seek to etcape or

the issues and tasks. Three considerations are important in thinking about

and planning for these students.

First, some students listen and learn without actively participating.

Informal (individual out-of-classroom) checki will often reveal that these

students picked up information and skills umobtrusively. Be patient but

persistent; keep inviting and encouraging; and keep listening for signs of

progress or change that will suggest a new level of involvement.

Second, try to find some way to involve each student in the course of

the le4son. Some students read well but hate role-plays; others can tread,

hut enjoy acting out strategies and problems; some students may only be

able to read instructions or hand out papers. Find a:group role for each

student, .and build fromtere.

Third, be aware of.dafly changes in group. interest and energy,. Don't

4e afraid to. substitute a more " passive " 'activity (like individual worksheets
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or oral reading by the teacher) on specific days when students seem particularly

troubled or unmotivated. 'Film and filmstrips can be included in the

curriculum to provide this kind of occasional,

Summary: Surviving the Grou

resting experience.

Exozience

A successful group experience with the Adolescent Decisions curriculum

requires a balance between individualizing the lesson and maintaining group

interdependence; between clear l'rits and flexible group expectations;.between-

pushing students to participate and allowing them to ease out of slOations

that are too painful to allow for learning; between adult structure and group

self-government. These balances are difficult to achieve. However

are attainable with time, patience, and persistence.

Remember to see yourself as a learner, as well as a teacher. Allow your- .

self to make mistakes. Use colleagues as co-teachers, evaluators, and

program developers. Evaluate the group and reinforce progress (for yourself

and your students). Remind yourself and your students that the group is a

place. to practtce new skills, and that practice involves learning from mistakes.

Ease up on your students and yourself when it feels necessaryl:push on when

the motivation is strong.

CURRICULUM AREAS:-GENERAL COMPONENTS

AND CONSIDERATIONS

Each of the four curriculum areas is summarized in terms of goals, scope f

and sequence, and specific activities, in the followingpages of the 'Program



, ManUAL However, there are a'oumber of general cOmponents and considerations

Which hold foreach of the-lour curriculum areas...
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Time Requirements

ThejesSOns in: this curriculimihave been planned to last approximately,

one hour. some leSsons we have Suggested tiMe':breakdowns which:can help'..
\\

Maintain a good pace for the clasW and allow 'adeqUatetime for covering

important skills or concepts. Again, these time requirements are flexible

and suggestive; particular topics, classes, or, ,activities may vary from the

suggested time guidelines based on the interest and skills of the students

and teachers. The most important task for the teacher-is-to-think-clearb--

about classroom priorities,-allocate time according to t

l

ose priorities and

ifremain open to-ahange bated on the oh-going evaluations o the:class.

Looking Ahead

Severatkinds of activities suggeStedjn -this-curriculum require advance--

:plann.ingiinclddlOgt

I. Charts, Magaiines-Tand Other visual aids that need to be coilected;1

2:--Films and filmstrips;

3. Field is ips (especially for law -and job preparation

4. Guest speakers and resource people;

Hands-on activities.

It is helpful to look over the entire sequence, plan dates for specific

lessons and schedule well in advance.

In addition, we recommend providing notebooks or folders for each student,



So that student worksheets and other materials tan' be

activities refer to earlier lessons, because we have
'

condnue to review and integrate concepti throughoOt

fold\e sotudents: will be'able to re ain and review t

more o ganized in their approach tothe lessonS.

I

Teacher and Student Materials
,

\

Each 'area of the Adolescent Decisions curriculum includes

1

materials:
1/4

/

/
keptin order; many

urposefully tried to

the curciculum. Wi/th

//1

eir materials and be

/ ,

the following

1. Procedural Manual provides an overview of the, urridulum, and an

explanation\di basic methods which can be Used to enhance the decision-making

skills included in the curriculum.

2. Lesson Outline describes the hour-,TongflessonsAiy listinObjectives,

.activities teacher direCtions and a description of matel:Th reecieqlor each

I

3. Notes for Teachers (and Teacher 'Guides) accompany lesson plans and

describe the activities which require additionOidifilanation or planning, or

present special problems.

4. Student Worksheets offer information, 'practice in core skills;and

Case studies. One copy of each wOrksheet.isTICludedin theturriculuml,

i ;

should be
\
diStributed to StUdents andlcept.in, heir notebooks for fUtUre:

, -

reference

aSan-optiOnal-partof,a few lessons

referralagencies or cOmmunftY
.

5. Homework sheets are included

each curriculum.

6. ResourceaSts df materials,



7. A face-sheet that includes main lesson goals and activities,

accompanies most lessons.

Structure of the Lessons

/,

Most lessons include several types of activities. Students often

respond well when the class is broken down intO different kinds of tasks

which canAddress basic academic a'hd social skills, as well as the core set

of decision-making skills which are the focus for the curriculum.

1. Ther IntrodUction. We suggest that the teacher spend about '5 minutes

introducing the topic for the day/and outlining,the tasks that are included

in the lesson. This introduction can 'serve two useful functions. Fi rst, it
. -

outlines expectations and':provides an organizational frameworklor

. I ,

Students,findit.helpfUl to hOW:many worksheets,srole Plays etC:

tbkylare:expecteo complete. Framing ;'.:1'lessonin-adlia-hce also elps
, c"..

keep,

/
studentslmotivated an/d

/

focused on tne a.,.;son activities. Just as adults
/ \ !

q 1 --

. prefer agendas for their meetings, students respond better to a lesson whose
-.\

purpose\and role in their edUcation is made clear.

The teacher introduction also helps introduce difficult topi s safely --

for example, sexual vozi4,,Jlary that is new to students, legal iss that may
,

raise personal concerns, or activities that will provide special challenges

for students communication skills. In a few minutes, the teach r can model

an open, positive and constructive attitude toward potentially

topics or frustrating tasks.

2. Readin

can be written.

*and 'Wri,ti ng Activities. Each lesson includes. som

We have used a number of different technique

srupti ve

activities Viatl

td, deal the
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wide range of reading levels in most classes we have taught, including reading

'to the students when the.material presented special difficulties. It is also \

helpful to anticipate specific vocabulary words -- either by writing them on
4

the board or by talking about them before the actual exercises.

The written material has been designed to (a) provide students with

basic

I

i retainin a form that they can use themselves (that is, retan

for future reference), (b) build basic vocabulary skills, lc) practice

the decision-making steps, and (d) stimulate self-reflection and discussion

of particular topics. In addition, the written material provides a safe

structure that the teacher and students can use to helporganize themselves

when dealing With topics that are too difficult or too-personal.

Readability tests suggeit that, except for specialized vocabulary words

(like amphetamine or due procestY the basic reading level for the Adolescent

Decisions curriculum is approximatelp5th,grade. Students in field test

classes hav ranged inreading level; from first through eleventh grades,
.

\
and have fo nd the material useable. 4'

3. Brainstorming. Students often have difficulty sharing their ideas withI'
each other because they are overly ,self-conicious or hesitant -aboutwhat\
others will think. The brainstorming activity \is one way to encourage

/
participation and at the same time elicita wide iange of iaeas, opinions.

and discussion-starters from the class. The activity simply involves putting

a term on the blackboard (for example, ' unemployr; nt or puberty or
.

-IHadolescence "'marijuana") and'then, ask i rig students to

that the word or phrase generates in their own thinking.



quickly as possible, around-the-room fashion with little time for thought

or reflection. In this way, many participate, and some surprising and

creative ideas are born. Brainstorming provides topics for the class
.

discussion as well as a simple means for sharing ideas.

4. Five Steps to Make a Decision. The Five Steps to Make a Decision

format is included in a number of different lessons throughout the

curriculum. One lesson of the module, Decisions aboutlhaujise, is

focused solely on the 5 steps. 7-The-5 Steps are listed in Table 5.

.

5. Around My-Way. Adolescents-often have difficulty finding=a balance.

between- never wanting to talk about personal experiences andconcernt ton

the one handl and always, impulsively, talking aboUtwhat has happened

to them. "Around My Way" is designed to encourage a safe, balanced, and

constructive sharing_of personalexperiences.

The activity has several functions. First, it-legitimizes students'

life experiences outside of school and helps connect schbol-family-neigh-
.

borhood experiences into one broad picture. This in turn helps show

students how the skills tt17y are practicing in the curriculum can be apl,lie:1

outside of school. The invitation to share personal experiences also

indicates' that the teacher v lues the ideas that students bring to the class --

although the teacher may disagree with those ideas. Connecting and valtAing
. .

student experiences are helpful
\\

in motivating students to participate and

work in the classroom.

Second;.the activity provides,a\safe,,predictable and time-limited

opportunity for students to share perional concerns, opinions and ideas;



tell stories, use street words
/

act-out a bit, and generallyr,take a break.
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from the 'difficult task:9f probleM-SOlving that is the core. of the curriCOlum:

Third, the activity offers .an excellent opportunity to practice listening

and communication skills. Fourth,-it helps build tolerance for dlfferences:/
/

different experiences, values, and stories-become part of the fabric of the/

classroom interaction, and Can become a more ccepted part of the general

/-
interactions among students. procesS r infordes anAmportant core f. .

concept of the curriculum.

"Around My-Way" should /
last'no longer than ten minutes. It can be

/

used

as a regular part of the curriculum, as a option or choice for students, or

as a teacher-plannedxhange of pace It is important to keep stories,related

to the topic of the lesson; but it is e ually important to let each student

who chooses, have his/her turn.

,

6. Role-play. One key to 7°d/decision-mak ng is prntice. The role-play
/

activities included throughout the Adolescent Decisions Curriculum/provide

Lfrequent opportunities tr -aC/tice: /

a,
. : taking anothaE L,rson's perspective;

:: using_the-Five Steps;
/ \

listening and communicating;

Living real-life problems in simulated situations.

fun. 1,They-are .so lot P

Our experienceI
!

suggests several-ways to improv the effectiveness and

enjoyment of roP-play'in the, curriculum.

1
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Involve urself: :do the first role-play, make mistakes, feel a

bit sei.con cious and talk about it. This models good'role-play

techniques, as well as legitimizes students' anxieties about:

performing in front of peers.

Ask for volunteers: encourage, but don't coerce. Make sure every-

one gets a chance. For thoie who prefer not to act, they can be
%

.

used as respondents and be ,given questions to-think about during

the role-play.

Try to create realistic experiences which are comprehensible and

identifiable for students.

Encourage students to think up their own role-play situations.

Oftentimes, Around My Way stories can serve as the basis for a

1

role-play. Some students have difficulty thinking about hypothetical'

situations. They say, "How do I know how they'd feel? I'm not

that person." Urge" those students to think up a situation their

friend might have faced.

:: Encourage students to play new or unfamiliar roles -- e.g., parent,

employer, teacher -- and to try out new strategies for solving prob-

lems. Remind students to take the-other's perspectve,

Make sure-the decision- expectations -of the role-play are clear: what
9

should happen by the'end%of the interacil?

Be clear about behavioral expectations. Sometimes self-consciousness

leads-to endless silliness, which in turn can destroy the construc-

tiveness of the role-play technique. Help students discriminate

between being silly and having fun
1



:: Follow up the role play with an evaluation that includes refledting

on the accuracy of the roles portrayed, the decision reached during

the role-play, etc. As elsewhere in this curriculum; the= balance

between structure and flexibility is an important element for success.

7. Class evaluation. The last section of each class period should be used

to evaluate the lesson. Two areas for focus are (1) the content of the

lesson (did the students find it interesting? diffiLlt? boring? what

did they learn? how would they like to change it?); (2) pirocess of the

class (how did the students get along? were expectations fair? were people

sharing ideas? would you like to change-the activities to include more role

play? less role play?). Each student should have the opportunity to rate the

class. .In the past, we have used a five point scale, as follows:

Excellent. Good Fair Poor Terrible

Each teacher should decide whether rating the-class is a mandatory part of

the_student's expectations; or whether, instead, each student will simply be

encouraged to. participate. Students should be expected to give at least one

reason for their evaluatioh. We strongly urge use of this activity because

it serves the following purposes:

(a) to Provide the teachers) with some concrete eValuP4'' n --

information about how the students responded, in the here-and-now,

to each lesson. Although students often say things they may not

mean (e.g., "This class stinks"), it is possible-to find patterns of

response that can help the teacher re-structure the program in

response to the students' needs. For example, student evaluations

led the first year team to change the lesson plans so as to include

More and shorter exercises (rather than 1 or 2 longer activities).



It is also possible malyZe changes in student evaluation oVer

the course of the year in terms of:

(a) content (what kinds of activities do students like? dislike?

etc.).

(b) process (do they like role-plays? discussions? filmstrips?)

and

(_c) participation (do particular students always participate?

never? does this change over tine ?)

These data help the teacher (and the team) improve the program as

it proceeds during the year When changes take place as a result

of the classroom evaluations, this should be pointed out to students

because it reminds them of their.ability to bring about changes.

(b) to encourage students to reflect on their own behavior. One major

goal of the classroom program is to help students become more

reflective and analytic about their own behavior. Most students

have difficulty accomplishing this self-evaluative task: they depend

on others (teachers parents, peers) to tell them their own worth,

or they are unable to note their strengths or admit any areas where

they need help. The classroom evaluation procedure is 'a way to

provide regular, time-limited, relatively ,neutral and safe opportun-

ities for 4.7elf-evaluation acid self-reflection. Wlth support,

students can make balanced evaluations of their own behavior noting,

-progress as well 'as problems; and with help, other students can

provide peer-evaluafion in terms of help needed as-well as skills

shown. Clarification questions could include: what is your reason



for the evaluation? Are you evaluating the class? Your

behavior? Others' behavior? Certain activities?

Col to include the students in the formulation of program goals and

expectations. This is very important, since. it provides:

.

increased motivation to. participate (instead of simply

to complain, withdraw or oppose the classroom process);

an opportunity for students to practice using decision-

making skills by taking concrete control over their school

lives, in a safe, limited but motivating structure;

an opportunity"for the teacher to remind students, in a

positive manner, of their agreements (rules expectations),

and of student progress (or problems) living up to

these expectations;

an opportunity for the teacher to have students establish

expectations so that when students misbehave, the problem

can be used as an opportunity to practice accepting

responsibility for one's own btnavior -- rather than simply'

rebelling against teacher (adult) rules. In other words, the

focus is on the students to be realistic about their inter-

est and expectations,and-to commit themselves to a process.

WI to provide a concrete ending point to the lesson. This' helps

students get closure, and provides a transition time to the following

classroom period, when students can shift out of their focus on

what can be potentially disruptive concerns:(e.g., about drug use,

sexuality, their own experiences with-juvenile courts,' etc.). It

provides theteacher an opportunity to help students "shift gears"

thereby reducing the diffiCulties of-transition to a new class.



The. class evaluation should last no longer than.5-1a minutes. This_

will be enough. time to ask each student-to rate the Class andlive'one

reason for their rating. The purpose is to involve students in their

educatioh process, help them reflect'on their own behavior, and offer

thoughtful ideas about changing the program.

Final Thoughts

Success with the Adolescent (Decisions curriculum is sometimes diffi-

cult to evaluate' or communicate, beciuse changes in decision-making ari..!sfoup

skills come slowly and take many forms. It is crucial to view the curri-

culum as part of a larger process -- whereby students and teachers together

,reflect upon, discuss, practice, and learnabout the,interpersonal skills

required to make positive adolescent decisions. New skills will bring mistakes,

frustration, and pain, as well as growth, competence, and self-confidence.

Teachers, administrators, and parents must support each other; each must be

patient, toierant and open to growth. Change comes slowly, but the investment

of.time and energy pays multiple dividend for-students, parents, teachers, and

the community.

The^following sections of the Program Manual describe each of the four

basic curriculum areas.

\,



DECISIONS ABOUT WORK.

General' curriculum. goals

The Decisfons About .Work. curriculum is designed to help close the gap

between adOlescence and adulthood by familiarizing StUdentS with the world

of work and-offering opportunities for:increased. responsibilities and decision -

making.. Work:experiences areone oppdrtunity:to practice.the skills.of adult-,
.

hoOd..:Jhe.Decisions About Work curriculum combines an interest in general job

and economic awareness, with a focut on specific skills: The-..Curriculum

takes into :account the specific developmental tasks'of adolescence and tries

to address difficult topics simply and concretely. One general goal of

--our-program is to help adolescents understand complex social phenomena --

like their own value systems, steps in procuring a job, conflict resolution

in employment settings. We believe that increased understanding of these'

issues can help-adolescents make better decisions - for, themselves and their

communities.

This Curriculum'also addretse§ the problem of adolescents who'have had

few positive worker role models. Children'who are exposed to,widespread-

unemployment.often seeadults who are forced to choose betweenWelfare and

jobs that are unfuifilling and-underpaid. 'Therefore, the second general. goal

of the curriculum is to expose students to positive job-related experiences,

and at the same time to achieve higher levels of understanding and self-
,

confidence which can help them think about seeking satisfying employment.1

The third general goal for the curriculum is to integrate decision-making

skills into both classroom and field experiences - in a sequential, concrete



approach, that can be used by students with a wide range of learning styles

, and edUCational needs.

The decision-making component is_an essential part of the curriculum.

Without good decision-making skills the restricted job options for young

people (stemming from high unemployment and poor educational services) often

lead to drastic consequences -- for example, accepting unemployment as a way

of life, chronic patterns of quitting or being fired, poor employment records,

boredom,-frustration etc. Adolescents need opportunities to increase their

self-esteem, obtain a bette'r understanding of the economic system of which

they are a part, anticipate consequences of their decisions (for themselves

and others), and'make more llositive choices.

So-called-"Orbblethbahli-Often lose jobs because they lack adequate skills

for making interpersonal decisions -- for example, choosing an appropriate

job, completing an interview, resolving conflicts with employers and co-

workers. The DecisionS About Work curriculum addresses-these needs as part of

. a comprehehsiVe job preparation.and career awareness program.

,The curriculum in the context of a com rehensive Job Preparation Career

Awareness Program.

The Decisions About Work curriculum is intended to provide a systematic:

approach to several components of a comprehensive job preparation/career

awareness program. It is not intended to cover all relevant.skills and

content areas.

The sequence described below is a sample of one way to address job

preparation/career awareness needs beginning from exploration, and

including actual community job placements. We have indicated those areas that

the Decisions About Work curriculum is designed to emphasize, as well as other

resources that are appropriate to areas not covered by the curriculuffi.
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CONTENT/SKILL
.

RESOURCE

1. Job Awareness

(

All job exploration materials by
Janus Book Publishers,' 2501 Industrial
Parkway West,' Hayward, CA 94545

EBCET, 640 Milton Ave., Salt Lake City, UT
84105

Project BICEP -- rareer Education Resource
Cdnter, Barnstable High School, 744 West
Main St., Hyannis, MA 02601-

_______

Elementary
Middle
Junior High..
High School

2.
_

Awareness of How the Economy

...,
. , ,

--Life-OnParadise Island, W.H. Wilson,
Works-------

,

Elementary
Middle
Junior High
High School

R.F. Warmke, Scott Foresman and Co.,,
Glenview, IL 60025

National 'Center for Economic Education for
Children, Lesley College, Cambridge, MA
02238 *

*Decisions About Work Curriculum

3.

.

Job-Finding Skills

_

*Decisions About Work Curriculum

Junior High
High School

...

Using the Want Ads by Wing Jew,_Janus
Book Publishers (see above)

GettingEareth---13waysto Get a Job,
Janus Book Publisher (see above)

4. Problem-Solving Skills: Getting
and Keeping a Job

Junior High
High School

*Decision) About Work Curriculum

.

5. Hands-on Vocational Skills

.

,

McKinley High School
50 St. Mary's St.
Boston, MA 02214

,

Middle
Junior High
High School

*See Decisions About. Work Curriculum for more extensive resource lis



CONTENT /SKILL
.....-- RESOURCE

6.
,-

,
.

,chool Communit Job P1 cement -Division of Mental Retardation, 160
N. Washington St., Boston, MA 02114
(617) 727-5656

McKinley School (see previous page)

EBCET (see previous page)

Program

Junior High
High School

7.

--,

Choosing a Vocational. Area: McKinley School (see previous page)

Dearborn Pre-vocational Unit, 36
Concord Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138

Project CAST,-- Charles County
Board of Education, LaPlata, Maryland
20646

,--.------,...

Ssecial Interests and Skills
.

1

High School

Visual Aids for Each Area:

1. Guidance Assocjates Communications Park Publishing Group,:
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

2. Sunburst Communications -- Room G 3535, 39 Washington Ave.,
Pleasantville, NY 10570

'7-



he Decisions About-Work curriculum' focuses on specific skill areas:

`J - Findin. Skills, and (b) Problem-Solvin Skills involved in getting

I 1

and kee.ing a job. The structure of the curriculum'iIncludes some activities

from oth r-areatCe747,7-job exploration), but f6cuget'on decision-making
1

/

and ne ot'ation skills as they relate to finding, getting, and keeping a job.

I t I IC

!
A I

nt. Throughout the,curriculum we emphasize the need to
1

1 1

:::ontinually sses students!interests, needs, and skills; and evaluate
I

the way,lesso s are addressing student needs. 1 In addition, teacher-decisions
,,

/
v,

,

about, the relative emphasis (e.g. time spent, supplemental activities) on
/ -- 1\I I ,

SpeCiac--UPits should be madein. response to'assesSment and evaluation
.

.

this way, .the 'c `rriculum can rproVide-a, Ifl exible structure.

i

Supplemental Activities. Many students need more review and practice
/ \

than is provided in this curriculum. Supplemental resources ,are'provided

for each unit;-additional teacher-made activities' may be necessary.
1

/

/

..

\

Structure: A Focus on Interpersonal DeCisi ns. Each unit in the
1

curric lum includes activities that address Ante personal decisions. For
P I,



, i //
example, "The Wqr ld of Work" /unit includes ih opportunitY to think about the

kinds of jobs which are available in our society. HOGiever, units 4
1

("Interests and Skills"), and 7 ("Interpersonal ski 11 s " ) -focus specifically

on interpersonal decisions. Unit,4 emphasizes reflecting on and evaluating

72

personal skills and interests - and
,

making job-related decisions that are
I I

personally. appropriate. Unii 7 proVides opportunities to practice
iI

nterper7.
, 1

small skills needed to successfully complete a job/interview., and resolve
i

/ I

J

conflicts on-the job site..S pplemental activities should provide additional
, / i

, / \/

/ , I

practice and review in these crucial interpersonal skills., ;

I\rt addition, students are `encouraged to mak ddcision/s about the curri-
\

culum Itself (.for example, choosing specific activiti1 es',

/

speakers, etc.) . -In;

1 \

this way, interPersonal decisions are, huilt into the process as well as ,the
. i

conten of the curriculum.

Job-Findin Several units 1 the curriculum emphasize jbp-
\

finding kills. .Unit ',2 introduces he -ra ge/of jobs (skills) needed i

society, Unit' introduces the .problems and challenges of finding a jo -in
o .

a,high-un mployment economy Unit 5 describes \I sequence for findingLj/obs,
, -

I

,Unit 6 provides practice in Using want-ads and filling out applications

Unit '7provi des practi ce in interview s lci 1 1 s .



DECISIONS ABOUT,DRUG USE

)

Goals
1.

The goals, of the turriculum are three-foldI .' First, it provides students

with factual information about drugs. SecondL it increases' students'

awareness about'drugs in our sOciety. 'Third,' it helps students make better
.,

ries-

1

decisions' about drug use. The three categoCinformation, awareness and
, .
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decisions) are represented by different activities in each lesson. The

information portions of each lesson deal-with how different drugs, are made and

the physical, psychological and legal consequences of drug use and abuse.

Most of *he awareness activities explore the roles of advertising, peer

pretSure,\role modelsand pushers,on decisions aboUt drug use Decisions

I 14

activities\ offer students practice with anticipating situations that might

come up around, drug use and abuse, through caste studies and role plays.

. . "

:Tore Skills

The :corg.Askillsincluded in the

-of-the Adolescent,DecisiOdsprogram

Manual) The core. skills inclUde:

_

\

curriculumreflect the over-all emphasis

see sections 1 and :2 of the Program

JC

1 Social Perspective-taking and Awareness, especially the ability to

reflect on persona) needs, tialues itrengths, and\\ concerns; and responding
,

Io peer pressure.

2'.. Alternative Thinking, especially the ability to think abbut alter-

natives to,drug abuse -- for example, in dealing with emotional stress or

becoming popular in a groug.

3. Consequential% Thinking, espeOlally understanding the phySical,

andrie6al:conSequencesbfHthree\different drug - related

I-
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behaviors: use, abuse, and adiction. /

4. Communication, especially expressing values, and concerns; sharing

ideas; and providing encouragement to other students seeking to make positive

drug- related. decisions.

I

5. -Evaluation, especially evaluating- the effec of decisions_about drug

use on oneself; and on-others (friends,/ family. classmates); as: well.-as

evaluating. alternatives to .drug use, in
/

terms ..of personal needs,, peer,

.pressures and social norms.

Structure of the Curriculum

Cover sheet. The first page ofthe lesson outlines the goals, activities and

materials for-the lesson. The lactivities have been categorized according to

__whether they are oriented towards factual information, awareness about self and

society
1
or practice with decisions. Teachers will have to determine where

the students' needs and interests lie when planning each lesson. We 'urge

trying to do at least one activity from each category. Most lesson materials:

are included in the curriculum although occasionally the teacher will have to

do some outside preparation. For this reason-we-urge you to look ahead to

subsequent lessons.

Notes for Teachers_offers-a-suggested sequence for the activities listed

,
on the cover sheets outlines each activity `and suggests specific strategies.

In some lessons;-this-section-will also offer background information.,,.

Student worksheets and handoott-are at the end of.the lesson. They

are marked -by a line' around the whole.page. One copy of each student sheet m



provided in each lesson.
i 1 \

1. .. .1
\

The\readThg leVel for the student wOrksheets is designed to 'be at the
,

late alcmentary*hoOl level
\

\(4 -6th\grade). ___110ver, the sbecialized

'I \
\ ,

`- vombulary necessary for discussing drugs, pr,._ 's additional reading,
, ,

..\ .

.!
, \

7

42,roblems.\ We have found that the material s can be read to students who

have severe reading problems;--for-moreradvanced students

J \

'

best used as a springbOard for-more intensive_ study --
\ .

\

projects, supple6entary readings, etC.
/

Curriculum Activities

, viorksheets.are

through-reports,

Many of the lessons use .a consistent activity format: In this-way
I

students can watch themselveS improve as they review skilis.anthbecome more,:
_

familiar with the lesson structure:\

list of new words which might present readingWords to Watch is a

problems.. If vocabulary is aprior,ity goal these lists can be used to
_

structure vLabulary lesSons:. Words to Watch can introduce the lesson, or
.

provide review of--important concepts: Definitions for all of the words

appear in the Glossary at the end of the curriculum.
\

1

\

Brainstorming. This activity is disCussed more, fully in previous
k

sections, of the Program Manual (p. 59) . It encourages participation and

e time elicits a wide range of ideas,. opinions andAiscussion-.
I

starters from the-class.

Role-play. Role-play activities provide practice in the 5 core

as well as the 5 Steps to Make a Decision. Role/Play tpchhigues are



discussed in previous sections ._of the ProgrmA Manual (p. 61), and in the

Teacher's Guide whiCh accompanies the Decisions About Drug Use curriculum.

Debates. Debating the pros and cons of drug use and abuse, offers

students practice in communicating their, ideas and feelings in e concise
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and structured manner.. Debates can be informal or planned and prepared for

as a larger project.

:Students should be urged to work cooperativeliwithcne another in

preparation for -their side of the debate. Student; iot involied,as

"debaters'k can vote on which side has offered convincing arguments. If

students respond well to competition, a-tally of debate-winscan be kept.

and a prize rewarded to the group that is consistently convincing.

G(11w.s. Students eften enjoy meking,collages. This activity re-
.

quires the teacher to collect materials (magazines, newspapert, paper,

scissors, glue, etc.) in advance. The collages serve as .a form of personal

expression and an excellent basis for group discussion. They also can be

nice decorations for a classroom. When discussing the collages,-students

should be encouraged to analyze and articulate their reasons for creating

what they did. Collages area good activity for independent or group work.

Review. Most lessons have a short set of questions designed to con-

solidate factual information. If your students respond well to written wor

this activity will fill that need. The questions can also be discussed

orally or given as a homework assignment.
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Evaluation. All lessons end with a participant evaluation of the.

lesson and the group interaction. Classroom evaluations are discussed

earlier in this section of the Program Manual.

C



ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT AND SEXUALITY

Goals

. 78

The variety of goals for a sexuality curriculum corresponds. to the

varying needs of students, staff and parents atdifferent sites. The

Adolescent Development and Sexuality curriculum continues to focus on

decision-making skills and increased awareness and, acceptance of the role of

sexuality in our lives. The major goals of the curriculum are:

1. To provide basic information about anatomy, puberty, reproduction,

contraception, disease and lifestyle choices;

To increase student awareness of the role of sexuality in their

lives andthelives of others, and its effect on behavior;

. To provide practice in making decisions about sexually-related

issues, throughcasestudies, role plays and the use of audio-__

visual materials.

4. To offer a forum in which to answer student uesti through

appropriate adult role-modelling, class discussion and asupportive

atmosphere.

These goals are often difficult to integrate, as staff, students, and

parents struggle with decisions about curriculum priorities. Time constraints

may force staff to choose between an.emphasis on prevention versus the

deiielopment of self-esteem, or practice with.decisions versus factual learning.

For suggestions on how to facilitate these choices, see the Teacher's' Guide.

accompanying Ythe curriculum.
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Structure of the Curriculum

The Procedural Manual is intended to serve as an extensive introduction to

the planning and implementation of sexuality educationin your setting. This

will offer suggestions on: dealing with students around these

sensitive topics, preparing yourself for teaching and talking about sexuality,

Anyolving parents in this aspect of their child's education and developing a

constructive classroom atmosphere. Anyogrusing the sexuality curriculum

should become faMiliar with the information contained in the Procedural Manual.

All of the letSons in the curriculum include some combination of the

following components:

1 Lesson Plan outlines and sequences lesson activities;

2. Teacher. Introduction; is designed to stimulate interest in the

topic, set the tonefor the lesson and map out the activities;

3. Notes for Teaohers:describes the activities, suggests specific

strategies and offers background information;

4. Anonymous Question Box:is used t facilitate student

through anonymity;

questioning

Student Worksheets:which supply basic infoion, review or concepts
. -

for discussion;

. Case Studies for discussion, role-play and other group activities;

Homework sheets:to be used by staff who wish to assign further work

in this area.

8. Assessments and Evaluations:which provide feedback' about the student

reaction to materials, activities and group process.

88
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. The lessons will-be enhanced by use of audio-visual\materials that are

not included as part of this curriculum.. See the Procedural Manual for a

listing of these resources and others you may find useful.

Additionally the lesson plans. call for materials that will need to be

\ purchased or. rented (diagrams, samples of contraceptive devices, etc.) .

N

Make sure to plan ahead when ordering.

For a:Further discussion of the rationale,. goals and teaching techniques

associated with the Adolescent Development and Sexuality curriculum, please\

see the Procedural Manual found as the introduction to the lessons.

c.



Goals

JUVENILE LAW

There are many different ways to .help adolescents learn -about juvenile

81

law, and there are several fine sets of teaching materials commercially

available (.see the Resource List at the end of the Program Manual for titles).

In the context of the Adolescent Decisions program and curriculum, the units

on Juvenile Law focus on decision-making skills, and strategies-for dealing

with situations.tnat.invOlve the law. --The major goals of the curriculum

-------are:

:: To provide basic information a,--out juvenile rights, and how

juvenile courts work;

:: To increase student awareness of the role of juvenile law in their.

the 'consequences of breaking thejawr,..and the differences

between Adult and juvenile law;

To provide ractice in the five core skills, especially understanding

the consequences of breaking the law, and developing alternative

solutions to juvenile problems.

:: To provide practice in making decisions about laW-related issues,

\ through case studies and opinion polls.

Curriculuin goals have therefore excluded a number of interesting topics

related to juvenile law; supplementary activities as well as more intensive

treatment of these issues can be four iv, 44-0 resources listed at-the end of

the Program Manual. The scope and seguenct.: of the Juverdle Law curriculum

are adapted from Juveniles and the Law (Fdekes and Aewiey, West Publishing

Co, 1975).,
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Structure of the Curriculum

All lessons include a combination of the following components:

1. Teacher Introduction, which is designed to stimullate interest in

the topic, introduce new words. or. concepts, and map out the lesson's

activities;

2 StUdent Worksheet which supplies basic information on the key concept

in each lesson;

3- Ca e Studies for discussion, role-play or brainstorming activities,

which Provide concrete examples of the issues and concepts discussed in each

lesson, and an opportunity for students to practice making decisions about law-

related issues.

4- 0 inion Polls and Debates, which provide opportunity to' communicate

and exchange_ideas, and develop common solutions to laW-related problems.

5- Glass Evaluations, which provide feedback about.the lesson topic

and activities,grmip process, and student behavior.

The case studies included'in this curriculum are suggestive of many other,
o

sfmilar case studies. The method can be extended into mock court experiences;

and supplemented with visits from members of the community who have been in-

volved with the juvenile law systen -- either as lawyers, social workers,

advocates, judges, or juvenile offenders.
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5. CLASSROOM MEETINGS



CLASSROOM MEETINGS: THE CONTEXT

Weekly classroom meetings to evaluate program and behavior are one

regular method to provide sma11-group pradtice in making decisions. In

the context of the Adolescent Decisions program, classrbom meetings are

an integral part,of a wh'ole-school,approach to student decision-making.

They serve the following general-purposes:

1. They move beyond individual decisions, and involve students in
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small-group problem-solving activities-.--(See Table 3).

2. They.involve students in "real-life" situations, where the skills

develo ed and practiced in a curriculum (for example, through role-play and

simula ion) can be used to make actual decisions about classroom

3. They provide preventive practice and skill-building for larger,-

community meetings.

4. They integrate decision-making into the fabric_of on-going

classrooth interactions and programming.

5. They provide studcntswith a concrete opportunity to take on

responsibility for decisions that are accessible and appropriate -- in

terms of their own social development `bas well as broader whole-school

policies.

This section of the Program Manual will briefly outline goals of the"

classroom meeting, ideas for assessing student needs and skills relevant

to classroom meetings, guidelines for structuring the meetings themselves,

.

and waYs-to'evalUate' change. More inforMatton can be found 'in a supp
I

e7

mentary piper, "Reasoning with Troubled Children: Classroom Meetift s as



1

in the context of the ,Adolescent Vecisions progt.am,Meekly clas

\

, i i
,

meetings have the following\goals:
\

1/ i
1 , i

1, to provide pra("ice in making teal-life decisions'about the
I e.I ,

Jassroom rules and program;

, ,

2. to provide practice in peer/leadership sklills;

3. to prov.ide opportunities to practice the five core,skills

described in Table 1;
.

f *. I-
. to create a bridge between/decision-making on an individual

ii , /- .

democratic
/

and whole-school. level, t rough practicing. emocratic procedures.
,

/,
\

/

\

These goals need to be prioritized in the light_of/an assessment-ofi

teacher skills, stu ent needs and skills`, and school-wide philosophdes

-about decisions.

,\

ASSESSMENT
/ ,

The most important questions for the teacher\to ask before beginning to

itplement classroom meetings are:."Which decisiOns am I willing to share with

students now,- which 'decisions-will I be willingcto share later, as students--

grow in their ability to accept responsibilityr The answers: to these
/ \

questions depend partly on each school policy ands. and partly oris

a careful assessment_of students,' interests,. needs, and skills. For example,

studEnts will most likely be unable toAecide that they can smoke in claig;"'

/

moking-isAllegal.. Furthermore, if stUdents.have had' little,



previous experience making their own deCisions, and demonstrate difficulty
I.

negotiating simple classroom interactions (for eXample, sharing materials,

following instructions, listening in i' group), it-may 'be advisable to begin

with a restricted set ofidecisions.as appropriate for meetings --
/

for example, deciding on.a class project, or seating arrangTent, or which

activities are acceptable if a ,student finishes 1Work early.- On the other

hand, If students demonstrate real motivation and skills in making decisions,)
I 1 !

they may be ,ablejt& hel 11: create resolutions- to difficult claSsroo0\ issues

for example. :lilies cheating, or disrespect among peers, or ways to
y.

improve -clz,ssroom curricu um.

Goal s,
!:

rul& 'and exp ctations,the amount -Of structureprovided .and
.

/ .

even the topi o:of the rril 'etings :theMsel ves can al l be. formul ated n the

I ighti.of\an :assessment b' Tstudents :', interests', needs, and skills. Tie.
.01-,.- : . '. .. I..' LI . A , ...,\, ,

. 1.

Five COre Skills r(Table ) and the asSessment methods (Table 7) ,proy-de uteful.'
..--_,, I:. , i IL

..i
guidelines.

.

/STRUCTURE

1
... .

% ,- : r i . .

WerecomMend; a struc ure to/provide approximately 30-40 cliinut
/ , ,

1

week for a OlassOom,tee

s per

ing ,which includes the following comPorients:

ROtatfri eer .1 eadersh

Each week, one stude t should have the-opportunity /to lea/0 the meeting.

Leadership involves asking /questions, recording responses, and hel Ong' to

facilitate -a group c.interaetion: Students will need help with this role

espe.:ially when sKi,ftinglfrom group leader to member. However,. peer/
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,leadership contributes to growth in the Five Core Skills Table l,' and ,should

be jrip hasii ed . /

a

2./ Rating the week.

In this exercise, each meriber-Oft the classroom ,rates. his/her week:
1

Excellent, Good, Fair. and Poor,, are use ul'--Categorres:-.7After:ratflig.t.he

week, each student is required to giVe a reason for his/her 'vote -- for

example,'

I It

thought Ant w;-1 excellent' because like the role-plays jri jobs
ClaSS, finished all my work..'

I

"I !thought it; was fair because I got my work done b t people were
bothering me while I was trying to 'concentrate."

__ ______
,Rating/the week allows each member of the class to reflect (both. positively

. -.
1 '

---apd-cOtically)( on his/her interactio s with and the eacher, and
tiL

Stim lates thinking about "reasons" See ,Table 8. for ecamRles of structures
I

-t acilitate ',,'Rating the Week". It also iprovicws an anecdotal record of
1

/student concerns, and suggests, strategies for de ling with problemS-before

I

y become serious. /

7 Suggestions and Complaints.
,------,---.

, i \ !

After each student has' rated the, week,, the leader opens the floor fOr

uL
ilsuggestions, compla nts, or ideas-. These can e concreiudi(for example,

1 i f

topic for a class, a field/trip idea), or they can raise' interpersonal

i

issues (complaints about unfair /rules suggestions for improving group

I

behavibr). This activity pro ides 'each student with a lebitimate opportunity

to verbalize concerns, drid a the same time sug6est alternative solutions to--
1



Classroom Meetings: Rating the Week.

Sample Format

Form 1.

RATE YOUR WEEK BY CHECKING THE BOX.

Think about behavior, work you completed, and how you got along

with others.

C:1 Excellent Good c=j Fair Poor

Please give at least one reason for your decision.

Please Rate your week by answering these questions.

\\EI Did you come to school regularly?

Did you participate in class?.

CM =1 Did yot4 get along with others?

C".3 C:3 Did you achieve something you could not do before?

r:=1- Was the teacher fair to you?

Did you enjoy yourself?

This week was :

ED Excellent CIGood El Fair" Poor



real clasi'room problems. It should be structured, safe, and time-limited;

should emphasize positive responses to problems. .In this way, it increases

responsibility and accountability. At the same time, it provides the

.teacher with an anecdotal record of student concerns, and can highlight

issues which might become serious problems.= Beyond these three basic

components, the weekly Classroom meeting can extend into other issues,

concerns, and planning needs.

Guidelines for Classroom Meetings

There are some important guidelines for implementing the classroom

meeting activity.

1. Be clear,about rules and expectations -- for yourself and your

students;\

2: Know when to, stop; keep -meetings "too short" rather than "too

long";

Start by being an active adult leader, then gradually shift
i.

increasing responsibility to students;'

4. Try to include\at least one issue each week that is directly

relevant and (hopefully) resolvable by the students themselves;

students need to experience actual success in solving classroom

problems; \

5. Keep evaluating,\ with'ttudents and for yourself; change the struc-

.ture of the meeting in the light of evaluation.

Lt.

EVALUATION

Once the-weekly classroom meetings have started, it is important to

:begin evaluating their usefulness in addresSing-the over -all goals of a



decision-making program. Evaluation should be done by the teacher for

90

him/herself and with students themselves.

1. Evaluate each meeting with students. Use the Weekly Evaluation

Scale (see T6ble 8), or ask.for a more global evaluation (with reasons);

ask for ways to improve the meetings.

2. Record the meetings on audio tape invite a colleague (or a

student teacher) to take notes, or take notes yourself. Audio tapes often-

catch interackions that pass unnoticed, and they provide a method for

recording the "feel" of the meeting. Tapes and.notes can be used to record

issues, significant interactions, problems that need improvement, changes

1)-

in studentbehavior, ideas that need to be carried out, and the general level

of decision-making skills which have been used, during the meeting. These

records can be used by the teacher to improve the structure of the meetings,

to develop individual interventions to meet specific student needs, to

anticipate future problems and intervene preventively, and to be able to

articulate the ways in which students have made progress in making decisions.

The records can also be used with students -- to. help them see, their own

progress, as well as the areas in which they continue to need more work. The

ideas and strategies used during classroom meetings are often a powerful

index of student decision-making skills -- and can be used to document_student

change, as well as improve school programming.

The prOcess and content of the weekly classroom meetings should be

seen by the teacher -- and expressed to the students -- in the broader school

context. -Issues raised in individual interventions or curriculum units can

be addressed in a general way in the group setting of the meeting. Whole -

school tasks (like planning a holiday party or fieldtrip) can 'be taken back
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0

into classroom work-groups, and relevant decision-making skills practiced in

a smaller group context. In this way,., the weekly meetings can be built

upon,. and at the same, time contribute; a broad range of decision-making-

activities.
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STUDENT COUNCILS AND COMMUNITY MEETINGS



Student Councils and Community Meetings can provide students with

real-life dpportunities to make decisions :that directiy affect the quality"

of their school life -- both in terms of the school climate: and the specific

'activities that characterize theschool-as-community. In order to be

effective opportunities for making decisionS,. these activ, peed_to be

seen in the context-of:,the'continUUm:descri6edin Table.3 -- that is,*asone
,14

step in moving from the individual to the community.

In this context, a Student Council is understood as a representative

body... - - that is, a small group which can be used as a place to concretize

plans and make suggestions for the whole school to consider. Community Meet-
fi

.

fngs are seen as regular, opportunities. for the "whole 'school " :(or a signi-

,

ficant sub7group.-- for example, a cluster or 4 grade).totoMe togetherat

a group to 'consider relevant issues,. exchange:ideas', and vote on solutions

to common- problems-." poth student Council and Community Meetings aan be

linked to other parts of'a decision-making :program' through,A. sequenbe.similar

to the following:

Individual students express ideas, concerns, suggestions, or com-

plaints
b

to each other and/or to the teacher. These ideas are talked about

---at a weekly classroom-meeting. If other-Students share the concern or idea,

it can be taken .both to.the Student Council-and/or to the Community Meeting..

If the issue raised is best addressed through a simple exchange of ideas or

' information, or through,a simple Yes /to vote, it can be addresSed at A

-Community Meeting. If more concrete plans or further discussion is required;
0

it can bereferred to the Student Council, and to meetings between school
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staff And'st4dent:representatiVe,. Information and decisions can then be

COMOunicatedbackto fndiVidual students through the'claSsrOom meeting for.-

Mat, This Cycle can repeat itself as new issues or decisions arise, as

prelitus decisfons are evaluated.

GOALS ,

1\...!,

In.the context of the Adolescent Decisions prograM thegoals of both
o

:..Student COuncil:and:COMmunity Meetingt, are:.

l.- To eXpand.the'areas,of student decision- making beyond the .classroom;

2. To encourage broader interactions with other students, staff, and,.

school adMin%iration, in order togather.pew'perspeCtivesbn_.

common problems; and plan for alternative solutions;

3. To practice democratic procedures for.making decisions;

4. To improve student investment in school policies;

5. To improve school climate and 8iscipline-through student involvement;

6. To make school life more relevant and responsive to student needs.

ASSESSMFNT

Five questions-are helpfulin assessing.the scope_and direction of

Student Councils and Community Meetings. First, what decisions are actually

available to students? For example, state regulations about curriculum

requirements_are not a legitimate area for decision-making at the school

level; nor are certain safety regulations. It is crucial to concretely

and positively articulate those areas where students can actually participate



in making decisions. Second,,what social skills do individuals and groups

of students bring to 'the.decision-making.process? Who are school leaders,

and .what skills can they share with others?' Is there .a "general" or

"modal" level of decision-making skills among students, and how does this

level contribute to successfully making decisions that affect the Aole

school? (.For further information, see Tablei 1 and 2, `,and the section on

Classroom Meetings.) Third, what are the cr,400 "whole-school" issues 4t4

voiced by students, and where do they coincide with staff concerns\ For

example, staff : may be most concerned about student cheating; students may

be most concerned about the lack of a studentelounge, or getting new physical

education equipment. It is important to address both student and staff

needs -- but to begin with issues which are "owned" by the students and whiCh

can motivate their participation. Fourth, how will specific issues most

likely improve student decision-making skills? For example, decidfng on a

color for a school jacket may provide a relatively concrete exercise in

decision-making, but it does not emphasize. skills like social perspectiye-

_ taking or anticipating consequences. On the'other hand, formulating ruleS

for a student lounge will emphasize anticipating _consequences and thinking

about alternative solutions to peer problems, but it may require a group

Process which needs to be built through careful. preparation and practice.

Fifth,4low are decisions made in the school, and are'students aware of the

process? Careful attention to the implications of a developmental model

(.see Table 2) and of the individual-group Continuum (see Table 1) will provide

helpful guideliries for assessment and program.



STUDENT COUNCILS

lAlthough Student Councils are a tradition in most junior and senior

hig /schools, they are rarely used to build decision-making ,skills. How-

ever, Student Councils can be a very effective context for improving these

skills, because they provide new perspectives on specific problems; a &all

groupto facilitate planning and problem-solving; a regular and consistent

structure for communication; a common focus; a sense-of power and efficacy;

.6

face to face contact between students aq&ktarf.

A careful assessment of the skil3sand interests of Student Council' 0
1.

members', will provide a guideline for selecting topics and establishing a

structure for the meetings. Fo"r example, "new" members may need a tight

structure within which to learn group and democratic skills; they may orient,

to concrete (activity-type) issues, rather than group- relationship or

school governance issues; they may feel uncomfortable with a new role as a

student leader.
4

Most of the activities and principles deicribed.in Sections 4 (Curriculum)

and 5 ( classrpom Meetings) are applicable to Student Council meetings. The

Five Steps can be especially useful in:establishing a common focus, and'in

helping the group accomplish tasks. The classroom evaluatiols (see Section 4)

will help Student Council members .evaluate their interactions, and improve

the group's ability to worktogether. The principles of the Classroom

Meeting (see Section 5) ar' also helpful in structuring Student Council meetings

Perhaps most important is to keep a group fodus on issues that can actually be

resolvd,-- but to occasionally open up discussion on broader issues which can

stretch the members' social skills, and prepare them for taking on broader

responsibilities in the future.

105
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COMMUNITY MEETINGS

Community meetings are a place where all students can be heard, and

where ideas and issues that are common to all students can be Considered.

.These meetings can be used for either or both of two purposes: first,'as

-a context, or sharing information and airing issues; and second, as a decision-

making group, where simple yes/no votes on specific proposals Can-be accom-
,

plished.

In small schools, these meetings can include everyone -- including

students; staff, and administrators. In larger schools, community meetings

need to be broken into smaller groups -- for exanple, grade levels or clusters
/ a

of homerooms. An assessmentyof student skills, in the light of other whole- --'

school policies, will help determine the size and selection of Community

Meeting sub-groups.

There are many ways in which these meetings can contribute to growth in

e 5 core skills (see Table 1). First, they provide an opportunity for -

listening to many different perspectives-on a problem -- for both students and

staff. Second, they provide an opportunity for collecting alternative solutions'

to common problems. Third, they provide practice in communication both

listeni;g to 'others, and expressing ideas in a way that is comprehensible

.to a large group of fellow students. Fourth, they provide practice in anti-

cipating and accepting the consequences of democratic' group decisibn-

making., Finally, they provide opportunities for evaluating thd success,of.

decisions.
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Both the Five Steps to Make a Decision (see Table 5) and the principles

of Classroom Meetings (see. Section 5) are,relevant for successfuT CommUnitx

Meetings. In addition, it is important to discuss and agree upon some prato-

Cols for facilita.iling ajarge group meeting -- e.g., raising hands "_time-

limited opportunities'ito speak, etc. /3,gate, it is crucial to maintain a

focus on issues which can be actually resolved by students -- as well as on-
building awareness and social skills for the future.- For example', one initial/

Activity might involve discussing and deciding upon, a process for dealing with

°students whO are resistant to following group-made_rules:

FOr-mare information about Community Meetings, see Resource List and

Bibliography.

0
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CONTEXT

In the'context of the Adolescent Decisions program, parent involvement-

and education addresses three areas of decision-making. First, it contributes1..

to growth in skills for individual students -- hy helping parents model success-

ful decision-making skills, and by providing parents with information relevant

to making decisions (e.g., information about drug abuse, about employer

reqbirements,.etc.). SecOnd, it improves the climate of the\school by

building school-parent alliances, which can in turn improve sChool disci-

pline, follow-up on academic work, and parental input to school Pnogramming.

Third, it links the school to the broader community; through the parents; in

this way, decision-making skills which are developed in school can be carried

by students out into the community. (See Section fil,for further information

on community: involvement; see Resources and Bibliography for further informa-,

tion on parent involvement.)

The following sections briefly describe one structure for parental

involvement and education, which draws-directly on the tasks and issues

addressed by. ;he Adolescent Decisions curriculum.

I



GOALS

101,

In the context of the Adolescent Decisions prOgram, the goals of
0

a payent involvement and.edUcation activity can'be summed up in the words

of Nichoas Hobbs:, "Parents have to be recognized as special educators,

the true experts on their children; and%professional people -- teacherS,

pediatricians, psychologists, and others -- have to learn to be consultants

to parents." (1978). (_Source; :ParentInvolvement Center). Specific goals are:'

1. To link school and parents in a supportive Collaboration;

2. To provide.information relevant to adolescent needs aid issues;

3. To provide opportunities to .practice and improve parental decision-.

making especially as they relate to resolving conflicts with

adolesdents;

4. To gather parental.ideas about the school and curried needs of

their teenagers;

5. To help parents becoMe advocates for adolescents, as they negotiate

new challenges;

6. To strengthen or develop the school-parent-community network.

ASSESSMENT

The first step in developing a'parent involvement/education prograM, is
5

to assess the heeds, interests, and skills of the parents who .1,011 be involved. -

A simple interest assessementis crucial in helping parents feel included in

the prodess, and in specifyidg issues and structures which will address

parental concerns. For examples of a Needs Assessment, see. Appendix B.

From this assessment it.is possible to determine_the_kind_of_involvement

Which is appropriate for a specific group.
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A CASE STUDY FORA PARENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

There are 'many ways to structure-parent involvement and education

activities. This section provides one example -- used by the Adolescent

Issues Project in its initial work at the Manville School. A more detailed

description and evaluation of the program is available from the Adolescent

Issues Project (see Resource List).

Staff of the Adolescent Issues Project met monthly with amgroup of

parents of students who were participating in the Adolescent Decisions

curriculum. The goals of these meetings were: to inform parent's about the

curriculum; to gather ideas and suggestions for issues which should be ad-

dressed; to provide opportunities for parents to practice decision-making

skills; to encourage parents to use each other as resources.

The first meeting of this group was used to introduce group members,

set group goals, and establish a structure for the meetings. Staff offered

Hides, food and child care to parents for the first meetings. The sessions

were described and structured primarily as educational/informative sessions --

rather than therapeutic meetings. Parents were seen by staff members as the

primary caretakers and "specialists" about_their.children)s needs-and-concerns;

,staff sought to gather as well as disseminate information. In this way,

;parents began to be seen (by staff and themselves) as contributing partners,

-rather than problem-creators. This attitude was crucial to'the success of the

group.

Each meeting was structured to include an informational presentation by

a staff member, an activity to practice decision-making skills (either role-

play or discussion), a brief opportunity to exchange ideas among parents, and

I
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an evaluation of the meeting. This structure paralleled the, structure= of

the Adolescent Decisions curriculum; in addition, specific. curriculum

activities and techniques were used (for example, the Five Steps). In this

way, parents shared a common vocabulary and set of experiences with their

adolescents.

. PARENT EDUCATION AND DECISION-MAKING SKILLS

In addition to providing a common vocabulary for dialogue between

parents and adolescents, the parent education sesSions,provided an oppor-

tunity for parents to gain information and skills which they often do not

have access to elsewhere, or example,-parents-in=the-group_v_d_ced concern

about the consequences of Orug abuse-, and about street-terms which they did

not understand. They, said they did know, how to help their children .accom7

plish a range of tasks -- from getting along with siblings, to showing up for a

job appointment, to avoiding pregnancy. Parents can use educational sessions to

practice these skills in their own peer group -- to share concerns, frustra-

tions, and strategies; to try out new ways of dealing with common problemsI to

make mistakes before they begin dealing with their own children.

As school staff become more comfortable with parents, and more certain

Of the parents' ability to both - support school programs and contribute new

ideas to the school, stronger alliances are formed. In turn, these alliances

are communicated to students. An effective parent education program --,that

is one which contributes reciprocally to improvements in decision-making
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skills - is a powerful factor in improving student behavior and motivation..

School and family issues are seen asshared with a common set of-skills

which can be used to address them.

EVALUATION

As in all activities in the Adolescent Decisions program, we recommend

frequent participant evaluation. Weekly, mid-year, and summative evaluations

all provide important information for school staff (to improve the program),

and increase the parents' sense that they are participating in a worthwhile,

positive program whiCh they themselves can contribute to and improve. An

example of a summative evaluation activity is included in Appendix C.
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. THE SCHOOL IN THE COMMUNITY:

REACHING OUT/STEPPING IN.



INTRODUCTION

.Thus far, the Program Manual has addressed a rangeof school approaches.

to decision-making -- incluOing'classroom curriculum, school gOvernance,

and parent education. Just as it isWportant to see the classroom as 1.)14

of a whole school, it is important to see the school as part of a whole

community -- and to respond to the commnity as an integral part of the

student's life.

School-community involvement also provides a model-for decision-making

that can contribute to growth in student skills. When students see perents

and teachers involved in working toward collaborative decisions,_: they begin

to experience a connection between school and community, as well as to

learn new social skills through observing adults. In addition, effective,

school-community connections can make the decision-making skills taught in

school more applicable to situations which they will face as they become

young adult members of their communities;,-- for example, becoming active

in the electoral prodess or in community projects.

106

ReCent technological-Tchanges (liketelevision.and:mass production), have

contributedfto,Making.traditjonal Schoolwork seem.lesSrelevant to "success"

in everyday life Students, parents, and even teachers, are often unClear

---as to how a "schoO " education will prepare adolescents for adult tasks.

Schools often have no functional relationship with the community. High school

degrees are no longer guarantors of a secure: job: And the social stresses

related to int.,,lewrsonal issues like drug use, changes in family structure,

sexual actiwir, &id competing in a shrinking job market, are not included in
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the school curriculum.

.The.conseqUences of thit School-community split arejar-reaching and

well-documented. The community sees schools and teachers as irrelavant or

counter- productive: as unabl to teach basitskills.or control behavior. The

school sees parents and other community members as hostile adversaries,

unwilling to follow school guidelines or help students with school work, or

v

even pay-for school services through taxes. These conflicts create great

Stress for adolescents, and place them in a separate, alienated, and often

frightening, "no-person's land" where expectations are confusing and unclear,

and the pay-offs for learning and achievement are few. Neither the school

nor-the community alone offers adolescents sufficient opportunities to learn

skills and,prattice Ixcoming productive adults. Teenagers are thus left

with few outlets for exercising` independence and responsibility which they_

are told they "should" learn..

In recent years, educators have again begun to examine this_dichotomy,

and to propose a.rangkof changes which can integrate schools and the,community.

The following sections suggest some initial strategies for. moving in this

direction, specificalfy involving paeents and work-related programs. The

section is meant to suggest possibilities, and to encourage others who are
..

interested in developing more specific strategies in this area Helpful resources

for integrating school and community are listed in the Resources section at

the end of the 'Program Manual. 4

USING COMMUNITY RESOURCES IN THE CLASSROOM

Communities are full of talented people who are interested_in_being

involved with children., but haveAlotbeen encouraged.or offered opportunities

'7-to-d6-s67-7Here7the'schobi can.play:the important role of deVeloping-struc
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tures to utilize skills that would otherwise go untapped.

Community members can be:

iloboloration speakers -- speaking about their particular experiences

in jobs of interest to the students;

Tutors -- helping out on 'a one-to-one basis;

Instructors -- teaching specialty areas or electives to groups of students

in art, 'music, physical education,' vocational skills, etc. For information

about community winkers as guest speakers,- contact the IDS Program,

Watertown High School, 51 Columbia Ave., Watertown, MA 02172

(617-926-7760)..

COMMUNITY JOB EXPLORATION-PROGRAM

Job exploration is a subject that is bing:integraied into public,

education as early as the elementary grades. One excellent way to teach

about the worldof work is to visit and 'study various jobs in the community.

Community visits;improve school-community interactions, and provide a

focus for otherJearning activities in social studies, writing skills,

and in-.school job preparition courses. Some schools have made this visiting

job idea into a credited scilool program. For a comprehensive and successful

community job-awareness program, we recommend,.contacting EBCET, 640 Milton

Ave. Sal t Lake City, Utah 84105.

TY JOB PLACEMENT:PROGRAM

Teenagers-are-in-a -bind-,- b ween-the-emph-at-is put on "getting a job

and making money" and the 19% jobl*s rate for teenagers (with a staggering

"h.igh of 45% for minority youth*).

*Employment .Situation: Bureau of Labor Statist
4 rm
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The schools can play a crucial role in creating and advocating community

job programs for teens. Often, community members need to be pushed to .

take an active role in the lives of their youth. Without the school taking

an active role in developing these programs, both adolescents and the

community will continue to. suffer from a vicious cycle: teens have no

constructive focus for their energies, and adults become angry and blaming

about teens who "do nothing all day".

For more information, call or write The Group School ,,..345 Franklin St.,

Cambridge, MA 02139.

Setting up a program

We have been a part of, and in touch with,many successful community

programs ,around the country., Some "schools have been able to raise their

own funds to pay the students, others develop contacts__ with local merchants

and large corporations, others have developed work/study programs where

students receive credit for working, and some communities have developed
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student-run- busi nesses .

We recommend contacting the following programs in 'order to'learn about

their success with community job programs:
\,

Student Business,: Trade Winds, ESAC Youth Services, 29 Germania St.,

.Jamaica Plain,- MA 02130,, (617) 522-3600. .\

./
School Fundraising: Adolescent Issues Project, Judge Baker GUidance

/
Center, 295 Longwood Ave., Boston, MA C2115, (617) 232-8390, x303.

Business Contacts: Projec7S ace, EDCO, 20 Kent St.,,Brookline; iviA

02146;161717738-5600; Perkins Sch of for the Mind, 175 N. Beacon St',

Watertown, MA 02172, (617) 924-3434;_jkl(i_n_ley_School-,-50-S-t--Ma-ry's-St.,

Boston, MA 02215, (617) '536-4491; The Group School, 345 Franklin St,



Cambridge,-MA 02139, (617) 491-4884.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

(See section titled "Parent-Involvement and Education").
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COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD

An advisory board of community members is/an
2
essential step toward

developing school /job /community contacts. Each community has its particular:,

resources which. can be tapped by introducing non-education personel into

the educational process. We have seen successful advisory boards with mem-

,

hers from local businesses', large__corporetions.,_social_service agencies,

and universities.'

We recommend the following resources for settibg up effective community

advisory boards:boards:

1. Industry Education Council of California

Regional Office

2430 Stanwell Drive Suite 160

Concord,,,CA 94520

415-680-8744 ,\

2. Advisory Committees 'in Action bylCochran Phelps Cochran, Allyn

and Bacon, Inc. 430 Atlantic Ave. Boston, MA_ 02210..

escent---Issues--Project-,--295- LonNoTdAve , Boston ,\MA 02115,

617-232-8390; x303.
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9.. THE WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACH. RE-VISITED: A MODEL AND CASE STUDIES
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A WHOLE - SCHOOL. APPROACH

The preceding sections have described a conceptual framework for

a decision-making program -- and applicatios of this framework for

student assessment;'classroom.curriculum, classroom meetings, student

,112

councils, community meetings, parent education, and community involvement.

Each of these components,can be integrated into a "whole-school" approach

to_decision-makilig; this approach can make important contributions to,

school climate and discipline,-aS"well as help to develop a school program\

that addresses the basic needs of adolescenis as they enter young ult-
.

hood.

The 'whole-school" approach to decision- making is a complex topic,

and.needs to be addressed'through on-goingffleetings among staff, parents,.

administrators, and students themselves. The. conceptual framework'provided

in thisTrogram Manual is one approach to structuring' this process. In -

addition, It provideS a backbone. with. which toconnect many different'

components of the :school 'program.,

Individual counseling, contracts, and.currtodlum,.can be''Addressed

with each student by atsessiggleds.and skills; in context the Five

Core Skills, the INS Levels, and the Five Steps (see Tables 1.,.2,-and 5).

The-Five Steps can be used to help. individual students, pairs, and groups,

. -

establish personal acaddMic-1and/social goals'; deal With. interpersonal con,-

flicts, and plan steps toward achieving fhi-perSOnal and group Objectives.

The Adolescent Decisions curriculum can be used to pi'actice_ making,

Aecisions in a' group orHindividualsktting;. The curriculum addresset the

Five Core Skills, negotiation strategies, and the Five Steps to Make a
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Decision; it also proyides information whiCh adolescents need tn order

/1
to make' formed decisions. In additions the curriculum offers a structured

group setting wheretna difficult issues of adolescencecan be Sired and

discussed. In this way, curriculum can contribute in a preventive way

\to a successful transition into yoltag.adulthood.
.

Classroom meetings, studentscOuncils, and conkinitymeetings can
\

prOvide opportunities for making actual decisions about common school

isses. The range of decisions addressed within these activities can'be.

seleted after an assessment of student interests and skills. Each activity

addresSes_the Five Core.Skils; each can provide practice in using the/

Five Steps and in develOping strategiet for dealing with a range'dfnego-

tiattons, thete actiVities.help-students become invested fp 'making'

decisions, they
7

begin to experience"their own .effectiveness inweating

ti
r. r.

.

solutions to common problems. ...

- \
.

,

..

. Parent education and community outreach activities extend the

effect of the chool program beyond the butlding,itself, ,These activities

help create an lliance among school, family, and community -- by-developingD '
cl ,

a common focys and vocabulary for helping adolelcents' make decisions.

Taken togefh r, these, components can be-used to structure a broad

trige of interventions -- and to make various schcool programs more coheren

and articulate:
, In rn, this process can help to improve the quality of

life in the school for all members of the community.

I.

WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACHES: SOME SAMPLE CASE STUDIES

In order to concretize 'a framework and plan fore-implementing the/

Adolescent DecisionsDecisions. prOgram:in:a'specific school context, it may:be

helpful to consider some sample cases -7. that is, some representatiVe
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schools in which the specific combination of needs, interests, and skillst

---/
-:among students,-:staff, ang_parents, suggest a plan for intervention.

The.three case studies which follow derive from field -test experiences,

an'eare structured so as to highlight some con= issues relevantto

implimigntation. The implementation strategies are suggestions intended

tq be. helpful as guideposts which can raise key questions about program

J
implementation.

I
The Washington School ,

The Washingten'tchool is Middle School. The. principal. is interested

in developing programs-related. to decision-making. The staff has little

-experience.with these ispes and is unsure. of hoi.lto Proceed.'. There has
., .

,

, a

never been a class which focuses-on adolescent issues';' nor is- therea
-------

Structure for student'detiiiOn-making through student government. Parents

occasionally ask for help with these issues at 'parent conferences or the

PTA; but re is' no organized parent program.
4

1. Define the Need. The principal needs to clarify staff concerns

and interests, and :Avolve both parents and students in the process of

7.de-fining priority needs'. This can be Aone through staff meetings,_ parent

'needs surveys; meetingS ,if.(hOilieroOms; or questionnaires for students. A

staff committee can be 0,01 ppedwith the responsibility to make recdm-

mendationsat'io thel_r.bett way to begin 'wOrktng on common problems.
, r ,

..Outcome: Parents,' studentsand,staff indicate aicommOn Interest

two issues: dealing with ner pres§ure, and making decisions about drug use

2. Deveiup Strategic . Given the lack of prior staff experience



with these issues, two_alternative_itrategies-are possible:

a. An elective mini-course in drug abuse, which highlights issues

of peer. pressure;,

b. A small group which deals directly with peer pressu're as it

affects a range of adolescent decisions.

In either case, the intervention should include:

c. In-service, to build and encourage staff skills;

d. Parent outreach, through parent education workshops, an open

house,'"Va individual conferences.

3. Evaluate outcomes. At mini -year, staff should include students and

parents as co- evaluators of the program; changes can be suggested and

recordedvound successes recognized. Evaluation shOuld also take place at

the end of the year At this point, staff can plan for further inter-
,

ventions and refinements.

The Jefferson School \

The Jefferson School is a Middle School. Teachers have had some

experience dealing with adolescent issues, through elective..courses and by

incorporating themes into social studies and science claSses. One PTA was

devoted to a presentation about adolescent drug use. 'Jlowever there, are

no opportunities for student decision-makirig through student government.

Staff is interested in improving interventions.

1., Define the Need.' Staff should meet to discuss and defiRe

750'
school needs. For example, what areas of the curriculum need improvement?

How can core skills be integrated into other curriculum areas? How can as
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parent education program be developed ?.

2. Develop Strategies;----Given the priar_exp_erience of staff and

students with decision making as a curriculum, strategies should focus on

Refinement of group-process skills thrbugh the use of problem-

solving groups and specific curriculum activities;

. Integration of core decision-making skills throughout the

curriculum;

c. Development of . student government where students can practice

making decisions 1,.bout school-related concerns;

d. Development_and staffing of a regular parent education group, to

integrate school and home interventions.

3. Evaluate outcomes. Program evaluation Should take place frequent-

ly; mid-year and summative evaluations should suggest program changes and

emphases. The goal of subsequent activities should be to stabilize, and

.refin0 the program,' and increase student. and. parent "ownership",of the

program.

the Adams School

The Adams School is a Middle SchW. Decision-making has been

incorporated into the school program for several years'through curriculum,

group work, and student government: However parents continue to parti-

cipate poorly _in related activities. Staff is interested in integrating a

deci si ori-making model- throughout- the-school and especially i n work. with

parents.

Develop Strategies'. ;.Gfven the lengthy experience with adolescent

decision-making, strategies should include:

a. development of a "whole-schooLphilosophyli through participation

of students,staff which can provide a stable



.

.,

framework within which individual elements can be integrated;
I

. development of, peer leadership and peer counseling skills, to shift more

resporisibility for school governance and decision-making to adolescents;

c
\

ou-rea and needs assessment with parents, to focus on specific issues

of clear

\

releviiite-to a significant portion of parents; emphasis, on

development of a strong parent-e cation program.
1

Evaluation. Evaluation should focus on development-of Whole-school philosophy,

changes in Are\nt involvement and input, and long-term changes in students'

patterns of social interaction with adults and peers in the community. .

The
\

case stud es point out the need for:

/4--

1.

\

a caeful 'assessment of needs, interests, and sikills;.

2. a'program designed first meet.commonly-articulated needs of students,

parents, and staff-- and which 'can be succdtsfully integrated into existst-\
ing school ructures;

1

a view of )he\\decision-making 'rocess as long-term and sequential
o

1

with each new activity buildin upon those which preceded it;

4. careful eva uation and, re-ass ssment, so as tockeep the' program building

... _

and changin
\

to meet common eeds.

The final s ctio7 of the P ram Manual consists of some general

principles to consider i,n decidi "Where Do We Start?".



. -FIRST CHOICES, OR "WHERE DO WE START?":

SOME GENERAL PRINCIPLES



The Adolescent Decisions program is intended .to provide a broad

framewdrk within which individual schools can focus on specific approaches

which fit best into their philosophy and structure. Any of the seven

approaches described in this Program Manual, Will in their own way,.

address the core set of skills around which the progrmm has been built.

Furthermore, any 0 the seven approaches.will address a basic set of

issues relevant to the transitions of early 'adolescence -- for example,

making and keeping friends, dealing with peer conflicti., making and

respecting group rules, getting and keeping a job etc.

Simply stated, the answer to the question; "Where. Do We Begin?",

is this: We begin wherever can lidweveriLtheJirst-ste0:,should_meet-

four criteria. FirstiLbegin_ty±-addresSinvaTtOitiffilY46reed7up*Set:e:.

priority needs. For example, if most staff, parents, and students see a

need to deal with issues of, drug abuse in themhool it isxrucialto find

a way (or better, yet, several ways) to address these issues -- rather

than starting with,a topic which is' lesS direclty relevant or motivating.

Second,.begin.Where,staff;.students', and-parents feel at' least

minimally comfortable. For example
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difficult for staff to deal with; althOugh many parents express a need

for "someone" to deal with these issues, other parents are much less

sure. If issues of sexuality are a priority concern, they must then be

addressed in a way that is at least minimally comfortable for all involved

(for example, by using outside speakers or a structured class, rather

than an open-ended group discussion).

Third, begin with the resources available. For example, if the
tva

community, has a strong drug abuse prevention program use it as, a resource

for staff development, mini-courses, etc. If a staff member is especially

interested in student councils,' use this personal energy to get the process

started.

°Finally, the first step should-be one that leads to other integrated

approaches to decision-making in the school. For example, iT outside

speakers are used, they should also help train staff yho can then integrate

issues in other areas of__the school. If-the-first issues to be e-addressed

involve drug use /abuse, staff should continue to use the skills developed

in those -interactions-i-tb-address-other issuescrelevant toitudenis and

the school coninuaty.

In other words, the most important consideration in deciding where

to begin is this an initial attempt to ,improve decision-making_ skills` is

most successful if it helps those .involved feel more able and committed to

making decisions about their own lives, and therefore willing to try it

again. Making decisions and accepting resiThlisibility for those decisions,

can initially seem a new and difficult experience.- The decision about
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"where to begin" should be made in the light of a careful assessment of

needs, skills, goals, and available resources. In this way, tke first

step in addressing decision-making skills will lead to.a second and a

third and a fourth -- 'and, in time, toward a general improvementlin the

process by which adolescents become contributing members of their communi7

ties.
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APPENDIX A

NEEDS AND INTEREST ASSESSMENT FOR SCHOOL STAFF

I. Decisions, Decisions

1. In Column A,:please list,decisions that your students must
they move through the 'day. - (Think about relations_With fami
and staff; school workiand school_ behavior;community members,
employers, etc.)

ake as
e rs

. In Column B, rate these; r idecisions in terms of theimportance to you
as a xhool staff memberi. (Think.about problems, challenges, frequency
of dealing with issues, etc.)

. In Column C rate these decfsions in terms of their importance for your
students.



Needs and Interest Assessment for School Staff/-page ,2

Circle the areas that you have rated as common to both you and-your
students. If no areas are .common. to both groups, choose. 3 -4 areas ))1M.1
columns B and C that are.comMon concerns for each .group (staff irld
stu ts). List these areas of4TiOrity concern in the space below:

1.

2.

3.

4.

what ways dOes your site and Your staff already work on these areas?

0.

. Whit new strategies for working?On these:issues seem most adaptable. to
your setting? (Think:abouurriculum,'group or individual work, student
government, in-service forstaff,Oarent-involvenent, etc;1

0

7. What Specific areas are most interesting and motivating to you as a staff
persOn? What skills:do you have:to offer in theseareas?-.



Needs and Interest Assessment- for School Staff/ page 3

8. What new skills or information do you need in order to
effective staff person in this area?

I

9. List some Ways in which you and your staff could develop skills in
this area.'

10. List some specific first steps in implementing d school program (e4.,
curriculum, group work, counseling program) to respond to the identified
priority needs, given staff interests and, skills.
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Sample Needs and Interest Assessment

for Parent5
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PASENT QUESTIONNAIRE. TO HELP PLAN FOR THE PARENT PROGRAM
- -

Name of Parent.( ) Telephone

Name of Child(ren) Relationship
in the Manville (son, fosterchild,
School grandchild, etc.)5'

. What are the best-times for you to come for parent activities?

morning

afternoon

evening

MON TUES.. WED. - THURS FRI

What are the worst times for you to come forsparent activities?

morning:

11, afternoon

ss

evening

MON TUES WED THURS : FRI

Age, Sex

. If it would be difficult for you to come, what are the reasons?

Do not own a car and public transportation is not available..

TransPortation or parking is too expensive

No child care

Neighborhood not safe go out

Too tired

No time

Other



\ .

Which of these possible activities for parents would you like to have available?

, .

Scicial gettOgethers How Often?

. i

. ,

A group which:Meets regularly to
concerns about being a parent?

share and help each other with

Working on a newsletter for staff and parents ?.

. Assisting in school and classroom activities?
(For example, trips, parties, special programs)

e.. Parent groups to help with particulak issues?

4.7

Which topics would interest you?

Discipline

Learning about and helping your,
:child with learning disabilities

Being a single parent

Being a foster parent

Understanding Chapter
766; what it doei,
what are your rights

Helpingechildren
throughsdivorce and
separation

Sibling rivalry

Peer influenbes

Sex education

Drugs & Alcohol

ONE MEETING. SEVERAL MEETINGS

Other topics which you feel are important

'Being on a committee to 'plan programs or parents to plan programs

for children
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Other activities which you feel are important

Thank you very much for your input.



Appendix ,C

1) We met at 7:00. this a good' time for you? \Yes

What would be abetter time?
I

We met for 2 hOurs. This was

too short

We usually had one "lesson" each meeting. Sometime

into small groups. Would you have liked:"

more lessons (by teachers)

more small groups (with parents)

mare outside speakers

no change: it was good this way.

We tried Ito stay with the Adolescent Issues curriculum. Would

you have lilted to talk about other, things -- like'other school wor

or other problems at home? .

Yes , I wou d have liked to talk about:

No it was good to stay with the Adolescent Issues curriculum.

When you did not attend, was it because of:

late notice

no ride!

work conflicts

meetings were boring

no company to come with no child care

no child
care

suppertime

other
meetings



. Content

Please rate/the'tC0cs to .show hOw much you enjoyed o

='Excel

1) AdoleSCnece in general

UOversal. Tasksjindependence, etc.)

IL- Reolvinftonfllcts; ,

21 Sex/EduCatidn

. Film: '"Am I Normal V'

b `Changes and.

Drug Educatton

AlcOhol

,Use of Marijuana

31 Jobs

a. Job Program

.Summer Plans

Politics r- how we can influence our
representatives

Activities

Please rate the activities

3 = Poor)

11 Teacher Lessons

2) Small group discussions

31 Movie 1"Ami I Normal?")

4) Role-plays

51 L. Hand-out'worksheets

6), P?stcards to:CongreSs

1

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2. 3

2.,.. 31

Ah



II. The Program Next Year

. Time and Structure

The group should meet:

139

weekly.. b. every other week c) monthly d) every other month'

Meetings should last:

a) 1 hour b)." 11/2.hours c). 2 hours
I .

There should be:

a) more teacher 'lessons b) more small groups c) more outside
speakers

d more movies

Should there., be a special

and "new." parents be mixed?

"New" group Mixed:group

group for "new" parents, or should "old"

Who should lead the: group?

a) parents b) teachers social worker

Should the group stay with Adolescent. Issues topics? Yes

If.yoU'sald No, what. other things would you like to.talk about?

III. Best/Worst

What was, the ,best -thing abotit the parents'.group this year?

(you Can check, more. than, one,. but=nOt too mahy'.)

learning new infOrmAtiOn .

role-play-ing,.problems

hek
, .

anelijaikin with. other Parents



asking que tions about my own teenager

finding ou Y am not aloi.\e

learning ab ut ways to handle certain problem

the food

other

2. 14hat was' the worst hing about the Par n group?

meetings too ong

netings too s hort

meetings not interesting or relevant to me

having to tal 4 in front of others--._

not enough information

wanted', to. know about lessons before theyhappened

the foOd

other

140

C

,

Do you think other parents in the Manville School should have a grobp

'ilk
I
this? I. Yes No Why?

Do you think parents of public school 'adolescents should have a group .

1 i ke tills? Yes No

.Doe.you *think you W1i 11 come next year? ,Yes
1,

If you said no, please' help us by giving. us some ideas about why you are

no longer interested

6. Are you interested in helping to coordinate the group-for. next year? Yes-

THANKS-FOR YOUR H WIT-)THIS'.

-aktviV

weft



Appendix D

THE INTERPERSONAL NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES INTERVIEW

People are always running into problems with others ,at school, at work,

and.* home. Everyone haS--to work out. ways to solve them:\ I am going to

read you some examples and I would like you to tell me some ways the
.

1-

_ - . .

situations could he-dealt with.-. There are no right or.wrong answers to

these questions so I just want`. you to tell me. you think isthe.best

way to handle the situation. (NOTE: MATCH SEX OF PROTAGONIST TO\THAT, OF

THE SUBJECT. ALSO BE SURE TO PROBEWHY,A GIVEN NEGOTIATION ISSUGGESTED.).

1) a. John (Susan) works in a grocery store, after. school. He (she) is only

supposed to work for 10 hours a week but the.boss keeps.asking him (her)

///
at the last minute to t ot-irk really late on Friday nights Even though the

boss pays-for the extra time, John ( Susan) doesn't like being asked to

work at the last- minute. b. What would be a way for John (Susan) to

deal with the boss? (c. play if necessary.) d. Why do you think

(subject's'Tesponse to "1)1!) would be a good way. to deal with the probIem?,_

A \ ,

e. *let do you think would happen if John (Susan) did that? (f. May

probe why the outcome "e" was suggested if. ti
\
me permits.)

2)_ Deb (pan) and her this). boyfriend (girlfriend) are out on a date

together. Deb `(Dan). wants to start going out with other guys (girls) but
\ I

she (he) doesn't think that the boyfriend (girlfriend) will like that How

Deb.-.(Dan).7:0e1WIth.thissituatiOn? (Role:OlaSi.)\.Why.:would that

bee-good idea? Whatdo:yoU/thinkwould'happen if
1-



3) Mark. (Mary )Iis a runner on the track team at school. An important

meet is coming up that the coach reall =wants to win. He asks Mark (Mary)

to take some drugs that will give him a better chance of winnlpo. Mark

(Mary) doesn't want to do that. ,How can Mark (Mary} deal vtith'the coach?

(Role play.) Why would that be

happen if Mark. (Mary) did that?

good idea? Whet Jo you think would

41 Beth (Bob) works after school in a bakery. Just as she (he) is about

to leave, a pan of mu?fins fallls to the floor. Another worker walks in the

door to start her shift just //as this happens. Beth (Bob) wants the other

--worker to pick up the muffins so that she (he) can leave on time, even

though they fell on her (his) shift. How can Beth (:Bob). deal with this

other worker? ,(Role play.) Why would that-be a good idea? What do you

think would happen:if Beth (Bob) did that?

,

Joe's (Janet's) mother always has him (her) go to :a picnic with his
-

(her), mom's friend 'and her friend's daughter (son). Joe (Janet)-doesn't

\

really like this girl (13oy) at all and doesn't want to go. What is a ,good

way for Joe (Janet .t) deal with his\(her)mother? Why would that be a

good idea? What doy u think/would happen if Joe (Janet) did that?

6) Pam (Peter ) party where there are a lot of drugs. ?am.*: goes

(Peter) Joesn't like this too mucThand feels uncomfortable. Her (his)

frtead saved, some really expensive pot and Came up to smoke it with,
,

(him) but Pam (Peter) do sn'tlike pot. How can Pam (Peter) deal with

\the friend? (hie pla ) Why would thatbe a good. idea? -What do you

think would happen if - am (Peter) did that?



7). Russ (Rona) works in a cafeteria serving food to customers. He (she)

wants to take. off Friday night but he (she) knows that the boss doesn't

like people taking off Friday nights. How can Russ (Rona) deal with his

(her) boss? (Ro4 play.) Why would that be a good idea? What do you

think would happen-if Russ (Rona) did that?

8)--Marth-i-rMatt) has been good friends with Al (Ann) for a long time.

Then Al (Ann) asks her /:(him) to go out but she (he) really doesn't want,

to go out with him (her). How can Martha (Matt) deal with Al (Ann)?

(Role play.) Why would that be a godd idea? What'do you think would

happen if Martha (Matt) did that?

9) Andy's (Ann's) uncle (aunt) drinks- a lot of whiskey every day. He

(she) hates that and wanis him (her) to stop. How can Andy (Ann) deal

with his- (her) uncle (aunt)? (Role play.)- Why would that be good idea?

What do you think would happen if Andy (Ann) did that?

101 Ted (Tina) works on a construction job with his (her) friend Alex

CAmY1- Alek-(Amy) gets stuck with a job that is really hard and he ',(she)

wants Ted (Tina) to help him (her). 'Ted (Tina) doesn t want to help, with

\ this job. How can Ted (Tina) deal with Alex (Amy)? (R to play.) Why

Would that be a good idea?, What do you think would happen Ted (Tina) did

that?
N
N

11). \Tom (Toni) was asked to the school fair by a girl (boy)' and said

he (she) would go. Tom's (Toni's) mother doesn't like this girl (boy) and

Probably\won't want him (her) to go. What is a good way for Tom (Toni) to deal

, \ 1, .

with his (her) mother? (Role play.) .Why would that be a good idea? What

) do you think\would happen if-Tom (Toni) did that?

143
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21 Joan OW has a good friend who is starting to take drugs. Joan (Jim)

does not like this frtend taking_drugs-.---Howt-ahJoan (Jim) deal with her (his)

friend? (Role play.) What would that be a good idea? What do you think

would happen 4f Joan (Jim). 'did that?

- 0


